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FE SE ECTSE ECELEE 
A ONE SEECE) 

PROMPTS CONCS 
Rii CNS SET 

GROUS NiAE EXT 
E DEEE Alei a it. RS Aphelio Hello. Apple Store calling 

O E DEEE Askt like D you like the kayat 
3. purchased? 

E DEEE 
ANSERS 

SEENCES 

AskRate from one being the best to five 
being the worst please rate your 
service at the Apple Store. 3 

RecNot E. explain why you do not 
EROACASS like the liac. 

E DEEE RecSwc Please explain haw we can 

RecopesDiDELETE 
improwe our service. 

ApEye thank you for your time. 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOO Goodbye. 

E DEEE 

E EXE 

silike it can not hear you. Do you like 

E. E. E. 

the Mac you purchased? 
S2 like still can not hear you. Do you 

like the hiac you purchased? 
Press one for yes of two for no. 

NR1 like can not understand you. Do 
you like the Kiac you purchased? 

NR2Like still can not understand you. 
Do you like the Mac you 
purchased? Press one far yes ar. 
two for ta. 

E DELETE S1 Rate can not heaf you. fron ane to 
five haw wauidyau rate auf 
Service. 

E EEE still can not hear yau. Press a 
number from one to five to rate 
SEE 

E. E. E. NR1 Rate can not understand you. from 
one to five how would you rate 
SEC 

E EXE MR2-Rate still can not thief stand yest. 
Press a ruineer frta aneta five 
to rate star setwice. 3 

E DELETE 
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Fig. 49 
isions Internet Explorer 

http:iioshost:3S25;&mist'sferrier Portat, aspx 
E Sequence: 

AppleStare 
CONCS Ewerts 
GROS Message Say: Apicile 

Ask Question: Confirin Say. Asklike 
PROMS Sii.: Si like Exti, Sii.; Slike Rec.: NR like : NR 

Extd. N ec. Nike 
A3 2 Ask Question: Number Say: AskRate 
ANswers Sii, Si Rate Exti, Sii, SRate Rei. - at 

Extd. N. Rec. R.Rate 
SEENCES 3 Record Say: Rechiot 

A Record Say: ReicSwe 
BROADCASTS 5 Message Say: ApBye 
REOS IEEE y 

RECORDINGS AD) f 
ESSAGECUESTION RECORDING 
EENS EENS if S. 
logics 
if (uestion: 1 riot Equals: Yes Branch fu Ewent: 3 
if testie 2 is feater fia: 3rach to Ewert 
if testics is less an: 3 Branch to Ewet: 5 
After Event: 3 Skip To Ewent: 5 

DELETE 
ES Sk ar 3-ANCHES GCS 

END SEQUENCES MANAGEMENT 
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Fig. 5) 
ficians Internet Explorer 

http:iiacalhost:3525. MembersisternierPortal, aspx 

PROFE it," E. Ali. NONE SELECTED 
CONCTS |PROMPTS 

CANS SEECTRORO GROUS SELECTREPTIEMP 
E. E. lies eit). This is the cine RS her Campany calling. 

autos EDIT DELETE O AskPIN Please enter your four digit pin. 
Ta-ED DELETE. D. Blank 

ANSERS E DEEE trim you. Coatbye. 
SEQUENCES IL |ADDI 
EROACASS 

RES 

RECORDINGS 
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Fig. 51 
finiaws Internet Explorer 

http:iiacalhost:3525. MembersisternierPortal, aspx 
PROFE Sequence: 

AcmePIN 
CONCTS Ewerts 

GROUS Message Say: Heila 
Ask Question: Nunber Say: AskPN 

PROS 2 Ask Questian: Number Say: Bank 
O 3 Ask Question: Number Say: fiank 
AUDios 4 Ask Question: Nurnber Say: Bank 
ANSERS 5 Message Say: Goadbye 

SEQUENCES DELETE OWN 
A) 

EROACASSESSAGE JESN RECORING 
Ef S EFENS EFENS 

RES logics 3 

Recordings 
IEEE 

ESON SE 
ENCES GCS 

END SEQUENCES MANAGEMENT 
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Fig. 52 
Widows internet Explorer 

http:iscs.host:SS25&ister silein&rPortal, aspx 

ROFE SEECSEEC) EEE OA YE 
ONE SEECEO CONCS Ec it." E. FES 

GROS CAS SELECTIE9 
ROMS PAYED ELETE starris 

PAYE EEE MHarris 
US 

ANswers 
SEENCES 

ERCSS 

EOTS 

RECORNGS 
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Fig. 53 
ficians Internet Explorer 

http:iiacalhost:3535; emersferrier Portat, aspx 

FE SEECSE ECELEE 
ONE SEECE) 

PROMRTS CONCS 
CANS SE ECTRORO 

GROUS NiA EXT 
ED DELETE Fiel Helio. What you need 

entertainment calling. RS 3 

O O Aski would you like to listen to thirty 
seconds of the new song by 3 
ith 8 arris 3 

AUDios 

EDIT DELETE O Ask? Do you like the song? 
E. EEE Ask3 Would you like to listen to the 

entire sang? 
ski Cauld the song be useful in a 

current project? 
Asks May our music supervisor 

contact you regarding possibie 
licensing? 3 

Sayok Very good. What you need 3 
entertainment will be contacting 
ya St. 3 

Say Good hank you very much for your 
interest. Yeti aaye an excellent 
ear for good music. 3 

EDT DELETE SayBad Thank you for your time. 
ED DELETE Goodbye Goodbye. 
E EEE Sistn can not hear you. Would you 

like to listen to the new song by 
Michae arris 

E. E. still can not hear you. Would 
you like to lister to the new song 
by Michael Harris? Press one 
for yes or two for no. 

EDftDELETE in NR1 stn can not understand you. Would 
you like to listen to the new song 
by Michael Harris? 3 

ANswers 
SEUENCES 

EROCASS 

REOS 

REcoRDINGs 

E DEEE 

E DEEE 

E DEEE 

E DEEE 
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Fig. 54 
isions Internet Explorer 

ihttp:iii).csirost:SS2Silentersferrier Portal, aspx 

E SEECSE ECELEE 
A ONE SEECE) 

CONCS PROMRTS 
CANS SE COO groups comMANDs SELECTIEMPIRE9 
E DEEE NR2 stn still can not understand you. 

RS Waulti you like to lister to the 
AUDios new sang by hiichael Harris? 

Press one for yes of two for no. 
Stike can not hear you. Do you like 

the sang? 
ANSES - E - 

SEENCES 
E DELETE still can not hear yau. Do You 

EROCSS like the song? Press one far 
yes of two far ra. 

'''S EDIT DELETE O NR1Like can not understand you. Do I 
RECORNGS you like the song? 

Do you like the song? Press 
one for yes or two for no. 
can not hear you. Would You 

like to listen to the entire sang? 
still can not hear you. Would 

yau like to lister to the entife 
sang Press one for yes of two 
fif n. 

E DEEE NR1 Ent can not understand you. Would 
you like to listen to the entire 
song? 

ED DELETE O NR2Ent still can not understand you. 
Would you like to listen to the 
entire song? Press are far yes 
of two for no. 

w: 
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Fig. 55 
ficians internet Explorer 

http:ficatest:SS2Sile:ster'sferrerPortal.aspx 

PROFE SELECTSELECTDELETE 
AL ONE SELECE) 

CONCS OPS 
CANS SE SCO 

GROS NiAE EX 
E DEEE 

RS 

AS 

ANSWERS 

SEENCES 

SUse can not hear you. Cauld the 
sting be useful in a current 
project? 

S2Use can not hear you. Could the 
sang be useful in a current 
praject? Press ane far yes or 
two for ta. 

E DELETE 

the song the tasteful in a curfent 
project? 

NR2Use still can not understand you. 
Cauld the song be useful in a 
current project Press one for 
yes of two for no. 

S1 Call can not hear you. May our 
thusic superwisar contact you 
regarding possible licensing? 

E DEEE S2Call still can not hear you. May our 
music superwiser contact yau i 
regarding possible licensing? 

REPORTs 
RECORDINGS E. E. E. 

E DELE 

BROADCASSED one ise can not understand you. Cauld 

Press one for yes of two for no. 
E. E. R. Cal can not understand you. Ray 

our music supervisor contact 
yau regarding possible 
licensing? 

E DEEE NR2Call still can not understand you. 
May our music supervisor 
Contact you regarding possible 
licensing? Press one for yes or 
two fif it. 3 

ADDDD 
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Fig. 56 
Widows internet Explorer 
http:ii)stost:3S25&isisfein&rPortal, aspx 

Sequence: ROFE 

CONCS Ewents 

GROS O Message Say: Helle 
Ask testion: Canfift Say: Aski 

RONS Si:S ist Extd, Sid. Sast Re, R st 
Ext. R.: NR St. 

AUDios 2 essage Play: MHarris Frag 
ANswers 3 Ask testini: Confirr, Say: Ask2 

Sii.: Sike Exid. Sii. Sike Rec. NR like 
SEENES Extd. it it.: Nike 

Ask Question: Confirm Say: Ask3 
BROADCASS sil.: sent Exta. sil.: s2Ent No Rec.: NR Ent 
as Exti. it it.: NEnt 
EOTS hessage Play: MHarris Full 

RECORDINGS 6 Ask Question: Confirin Say: Aska 
Si. S. Se Extti. Sii. St Se N-te. N St. 
Extti. N. R.: Rise 

f Ask Question: Confi in Say: Askb 
Si.: Si Cai Extti. Sii. S2Cai etc.: NR Cali 
Extd. in Pet, Na 

B Message Say: Sayk 
9 essage Say: Say Gaad 

1 Message Say: SayBad 
hessage Say: Good Bye 

DELETEUPDOWN ADD U MESSAGE JESTON RECORN 
EENS ENS EFENS 

agits 
if Question: i Not Equals: Yes Branch its Ewent: 
if Question: 3 Nat Equads: Yes Branch Ta Ewent 
if Question: 4 Not Equads: Yes Branch a Ewent: 
if Guestion: 6 Not Equals: Yes Branch Tu Ewent: 
if Question: F Not Equals: Yes Branch Ta Ewent: 
After Event: 9 Skip Ta Ewent: 
EEEA)) 3 

ESON SK 3 
BANCSOICSEND SEQUENCES MANAGEMENT 
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WEB-BASED, SELF-SERVICE OUTBOUND 
CONTACT CENTER UTILIZING 

SPEAKER-INDEPENDENT INTERACTIVE 
VOICE RESPONSE AND INCLUDING 

ENHANCED PTELEPHONY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
DOCUMENTS AND CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

0001 this continuation application is a continuation of, 
claims priority to and incorporates by reference in full Non 
Provisional patent application Ser. No. 13/011,611 filed on 
Jan. 21, 2011 entitled “Web-based, self-service outbound 
contact center utilizing speaker-independent interactive Voice 
response and including enhanced IP telephony’ which claims 
priority to provisional patent application No. 61/298,574 
e-filed on Jan. 27, 2010 by inventor Terry Lynn Van Buren. 
0002 This Continuation Application is a continuation of, 
claims priority to and incorporates by reference in full Non 
Provisional patent application Ser. No. 13/011,611 entitled 
“Web-based, self-service contact center utilizing speaker-in 
dependent interactive Voice response and including enhanced 
IP telephony’ which in turn claims priority to Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/298,574 e-filed on Jan. 27, 2010 by 
inventor Terry Lynn Van Buren. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. This invention is directed to the field of cloud com 
munications and more specifically to web-based applications 
that provide a self-service (i.e., do-it-yourself (DIY)), on 
demand, automated, web-based, speech-enabled (i.e., incor 
porating an interactive Voice response (IVR)) contact center 
using Voice over IP and including enhanced IP telephony. 
While IVRs are known, and while services that enable the 
blasting of messages (whether voice messages or SMSs) are 
also known, the applicant is not aware of an outbound, on 
demand IVR application that is software only-based and 
which comprises the do-it-yourself (DIY) features and other 
features and functionalities as explained herewith and which 
is capable of Supporting the diverse business applications 
disclosed herein. The disclosed web-based contact center is a 
game changer because it gives an enterprise grade cloud 
communication ability to businesses of all sizes enabling 
business to interact flexibly, frequently, and affordably with 
customers and other contacts. 
0004 Disclosed in this specification, the drawings, and the 
claims is a non-limiting number of business applications of 
the disclosed web-based, speech-enabled outbound contact 
center. It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
relevant art that the disclosed cloud communication system 
may be adapted to incorporate an inbound IVR. 
0005. A web-based, hosted, speech-enabled contact cen 

ter solution was described in detail in the incorporated pro 
visional patent application. Disclosed herein is a web-based 
contact center for use by the music industry as a non-limiting 
embodiment of the contact center. Significantly, the disclosed 
business model could readily be adapted to other industries by 
one of ordinary skill in the art and the targeted industry and 
the disclosure is deemed to encompass embodiments in Such 
other industries. 
0006. The user merely pays a periodic subscription fee 
(which may include a minutes usage charge and may include 
a per SMS charge and other charges) to access and use the 
contact center. Businesses are in various industry sectors such 
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as but not limited to arts & entertainment, sports, financial/ 
insurance industry, mobile marketers, professional and trade 
associations, government agencies, political research/polling 
organizations, market research organizations, and business of 
all sizes in various other sectors of the economy. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The disclosed web-based, DIY contact center may 
be utilized by businesses who desire to cost effectively, fre 
quently, and flexibly interact with contacts via pre-recorded 
Voice calls while simultaneously capturing information from 
contact responses within the interactive calls and without the 
need to outsource development costs for each IVR. 
0008 Artists and other celebrities have built sizable fan 
bases thanks to the emergence of social networking sites Such 
as Facebook, MySpace and others. Fans generally love to 
hear directly from artists in what is termed Artist Direct or 
Artist Direct-to-Fan communications. Tools for facilitating 
Such communications are limited. E-mail blasts are known 
and text messaging to a fans mobile device are both known 
but are inefficient and have limited effectiveness. And, due to 
a lack of organized information about the fan, targeting of 
marketing messages is not achieved with known communi 
cation methods. Artists and their representatives would like to 
be able to effectively target messaging to the fans in a mean 
ingful way to help increase sales revenues and they would 
also like to target INTERACTIONS with fans in order to help 
increase product (tickets to shows, song/album downloads 
and purchases) sales. And, capturing metrics from known 
methods (e-mail blasts and SMS messaging) is difficult. 
0009. Described is a pioneering system, method, and soft 
ware product for Artist-D2F interaction using a self-service, 
on demand, web-based, speech-enabled contact center utiliz 
ing speaker-independent Voice recognition and VoIP. The dis 
closed business method has the potential also to increase an 
artist’s fanbase and the artists ability to target within his/her 
fanbase, while also helping to convert fans to customers, i.e., 
purchaser of Artist’s products/services. Per the disclosed 
invention, the artist has the power to initiate, on demand, an 
automated speech-enabled interaction with fans and the 
power to control the message, the artist’s brand, while cap 
turing market and business intelligence (via exportable 
reports) at the same time in near real-time interactions with 
his/her contacts. 

0010 Contacts as the term is used herein is construed 
broadly and includes but is not limited fans, customers, Street 
team members/volunteers, venue owner/operators, booking 
agents, and other individuals who expressly opt into receiving 
the automated, pre-recorded interactive calls launched by the 
artist/artist representative using the disclosed web-based con 
tact center. In this disclosure, contact and fan may also be 
used interchangeably. The term artist as used herein is used 
broadly and refers to any individual, included those who have 
attained a celebrity status, and including that individuals 
authorized representative (e.g., manager, producer, record 
label representative), who pursues a career in the arts & 
entertainment (e.g., music, film, TV, visual arts, choreogra 
phy, spoken word, authors) and sports sectors of the 
economy.). It is noted that the term artist may include the 
frontman (lead singer for example) of a band and a band's 
members. The term fan is used very broadly and includes 
any individual who enjoys or consumes products and services 
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of the artist in any format and any media known and/or one 
who has a general interest in learning more about the artist or 
the artist’s work. 
0.011 What is needed is an affordable solution for 
enabling artists to independently, directly interact with fans in 
dynamic, adaptable speech-based interactions while captur 
ing metrics and other data from the interactions. Fans love to 
hear from artists directly and artists now have a web-based 
DIY tool to efficiently interact with all of their fans as further 
described herein. 
0012. The disclosed contact center could be deployed as 
an SaaS (software-as-service) hosted on a public cloud Such 
as the public cloud of an Apartment/Tenanted Architected 
system such as Microsoft Windows Azure and including true 
cloud-based computing in addition to cloud hosting. Alterna 
tively, the contact center could be deployed in a private cloud 
(on servers located on premises of a user of the contact center, 
or on servers owned by the host of the contact center), or a 
hybrid deployment may be used. 
0013 The On-Premise Service resides on the Media 
Server and is a Windows Service DLL executed at start-up 
that is running in a continuous loop waiting for a command 
from the Windows Azure website. The service currently sup 
ports four (4) functions: NbsDownloadWaveFile, NbsGet 
Wave, NbsDeleteWave, and NbsPopOueue. The NbsDown 
load WaveFile copies a wave audio file from Windows Azure 
Hosted Storage Services block Blob container “audiostor 
age' to file path “c:\audios’ located at the On-Premise Media 
Server; this is used when customers have uploaded audio files 
to the Windows Azure website. NbsGetWave copy a wave 
audio file from the file path “c:\audios’ located on the On 
Premise Media Server to the Windows Azure Hosted Storage 
Services block Blob container “audiostorage'; this is used to 
copy audio recordings of contact responses to open-ended 
questions as captured during the interactive call to Hosted 
Storage for playback access and download from the Windows 
Azure website.NbsDeleteWave will remove wave audio files 
from file path “c:\audios’ located at the On-Premise Media 
Server; this is used whena customer deletes an audio from the 
Gridview in from the Windows Azure website.NbsPopOueue 
adds messages to the Message Queue located on the On 
Premise Media Server to initiate a NeoTM call to a contact. 
0014. The Scheduler resides at the On-Premise Media 
Server and is a Windows Service DLL executed at start-up 
that is running in a continuous loop. The Scheduler periodi 
cally polls the database deployed in SQLAZure to check if the 
time is right for launching a scheduled broadcast call and if so, 
the Scheduler creates a message and sends it to the local 
Message Queue which triggers the Speech Application to 
begin the interactive call. 

NeoBitSpeak Azure Summary 
0015 The applicant has deployed a single robust website 
into a Windows Azure Hosted Services Web Role and has 
created a Storage Services account which makes use of Block 
Blobs for audio/video files, ASP Provider Membership and 
Roles Tables, and created one Cloud Drive used for Contact 
and audio file uploads and audio file format conversions. 
Within the Web Role a 32-bit Exe is deployed and used for 
audio file format conversions. The website contains a Silver 
light 4.0 Client-side audio recorder and several Silverlight 
media players complete with Skins. The website also makes 
use of ASP Report Viewer 10. A single database is deployed 
within SQL Azure and is accessed by both the website and 
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several On-Premise applications and services. One Azure 
AppEabric Service Bus connection is used to connect the Web 
Role with the On-Premise applications and services. 
0016. The model is a one-stop, cloud-based, multi-chan 
nel, complete communication platform for enabling commu 
nications and interactions, including voice interactions, 
between fans and artists, and fans and venues, and artists and 
venues as described below. Also, the disclosed model collects 
and captures actionable information (via stored account pro 
files) about fans and venues, enabling targeted communica 
tions for achieving business purposes of participating artists 
and venues. 

0017. It is envisaged that the disclosed system could be 
used (by labels for example) strategically at that point in time 
in the development of a signed artist’s career when the artist 
is just ready to break and is embarking on a tour to promote a 
new album release. Sending Smartly scripted interactive calls 
(in campaigns which potentially also integrate the calls with 
SMS's, and optionally e-mail too) via the disclosed contact 
center at just the appropriate time and to a targeted fan base 
could create a lot of buZZ for and interest in an artist at a 
critical time thereby maximizing the potential benefits from 
the label's investment in developing the artist. Additionally, 
in the music industry of today, indie artists are expected to 
have built a sizable fan base before they can get the attention 
of a label for a recording contract. Thus, the disclosed contact 
center and unified communication platform (voice calls, 
SMS's, and e-mail) that it provides helps to level the playing 
field by making a DIY technology accessible to indie artist to 
help them to open up new interactive communication chan 
nels with fans to meaningfully engage an ever-increasing fan 
base of fans who opt into these communication channels. 
And, given the Social networking craze, a fan who opts into a 
channel has the power to influence other would-be fans to do 
the same. This is in part due to the fact that a Fan's Profile, or 
certain fan attributes per the Fan's Profile are made public, at 
the election of the fan, such that other visitors to the platform 
See a listing of artists and venues to whom the fan has Sub 
scribed or opted into for interactive communications. 
0018. The disclosed business model will tend to create 
loyal visitors to participating venues, thus exposing fans to 
more and more artists, boosting ticket sales, and physical 
product sales at the venue. The term venue as used herein is 
to be interpreted broadly and includes any place/event (club, 
bar, restaurant, concert hall, festival) where artists perform 
music live. 

0019. A depiction of the disclosed inventive business 
model and system are depicted in FIG. 1 attached. A fan opts 
in by visiting the URL of the disclosed music platform, reg 
isters as a Fan, creating a Fan Account and Profile and opting 
into receiving communications via selected channels from 
fan-selected artists and (optionally) venues. The fan in effect 
enters into a contract with the Service Provider (i.e., the 
provider or host of the web-based contact center), and the 
artist and venue to whom the fan has authorized communica 
tion channels. Thus EXPRESS CONSENT is at the core of 
the disclosed business model. The relevant federal laws such 
as the Telephone Communication Privacy Act require express 
consent if one sends calls using automated telephone equip 
ment or pre-recorded voice calls to mobile device and resi 
dential lines. Fan profiles may for example contain informa 
tion Such as the fan's name, direct phone number (no phone 
extension), type of phone (whether mobile device or land 
line), city of residence, Zip code, e-mail address, age, favorite 
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live music venue, profession, and indicators whether the fan 
has opted artist into e-mail, SMS, and NEO channels The 
disclosed system requires that fans provide their direct num 
bers where they can be reached directly (no extensions). The 
Supported communication channels are interactive, pre-re 
corded voice calls, SMS (text messages to the fans mobile 
device), and e-mail. Another Supported channel optionally is 
the online collaboration in real time channel which includes 
teleconferencing, chat, and/or collaboration using audiovisu 
als (musicians collaborating in real-time over the cloud in 
recording a song). Importantly, a fan may opt out of any those 
channels at any time via direct communication (opt out online 
with the service provider) or saying NO to a confirming opt-in 
question within a Voice interaction call. The fans contact 
information automatically populates the contact database of 
each artist to whom the fan has subscribed or opted in. The 
artist then can use the disclosed web-based contact center to 
send automated, interactive, pre-recorded calls, SMS's and 
e-mail as per the fans authorization. The Artist must sub 
scribe to the Service and also executes a binding contract that 
he/she will use the communication channels strictly for com 
munication with fans who opted into Such channels and for 
purposes related to promoting the artist’s career in the enter 
tainment sector. The contact center thus is a new, accessible, 
DIY, web-based customer-relationship-management (CRM) 
tool. 

0020 Mobile marketers send SMS or text messages to 
customers’ mobile devices in order to promote their products 
and services. Best practices guidelines promulgated by the 
Mobile Marketing Association in collaboration with market 
ers and mobile service carriers/providers, provide for a 
double opt in for such SMS's (especially when the SMS is an 
authorization for a purchase or other financial transaction). 
The pre-recorded, interactive, Voice call launched using the 
disclosed contact center may be used to effect such a double 
opt in. So for example, a customer opts into receiving SMS 
from a merchant via consent given either at the point of 
purchase (a form is filled out) or online at the merchants 
website. Then, the mobile marketer who subscribes to the 
disclosed web-based contact center may send an interactive 
call to confirm Such opt-in by the customer and has a record of 
such opt in via the exportable report feature of the contact 
Center. 

0021. The third key entity in the disclosed business model 
is the venue where artists perform live. In creating his/her 
profile on the music platform, a fan is prompted to optionally 
specify his/her preferred venues and the fan may subscribe or 
opt into receiving direct communications from that venue 
using the channels of voice and/or SMS and e-mail channel. 
The fans public profile in turn prompts venues to subscribe to 
the music platform in order to be able to directly interact with 
fans who opted into interactions with that venue and/or who 
named that venue their preferred venue. A venue may incen 
tivize a fan to opt into communication channels with the 
venue by offering special discounts (on ticket prices, VIP 
packages) and exclusive invitations to events, pre-events, and 
other gatherings. The vision is a frequenter of a venue looks at 
a visit as he/she looks at a visit to a favorite coffee shop— 
warm, accessible, friendly, familiar, full of opportunity for 
discovering new artists and enjoying music. 
0022. The disclosed model also enables a direct collabo 
ration between artist and venue in the scripting and launching 
of interactive call campaigns for helping to maximize ticket 
sales at the venues and sales for example of VIP Packages. 
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Because fans today tend to visit a venue to see a particular 
artist, artists are the ones who most effectively could promote 
VIP Packages offered by venues via the Artist D2F voice 
interactions enabled by the disclosed contact center. Market 
research also has shown that sales of artist’s deluxe products 
(e.g., value-added products such as CD+DVD, CD plus mer 
chandise, vinyl record format) does best with artist-direct-to 
fan selling campaigns. The disclosed model Supports this type 
of selling/promotional campaign and the artist need only 
script a NEO whose purpose is to introduce the deluxe prod 
uct to the fan, ask for the purchase, then automatically initiate 
steps (such as the SMS with link) so the fan can immediately 
complete the purchase transaction. 
0023 Venues may be prompted to provide information 
about the venue in creating the venue account profile which 
may include a link to URL for venue's website, its Twitter 
account, its Facebook page, its MySpace page. Also, a venue 
may be optionally be prompted to input into its profile a 
number that represents the largest or average linear distance 
from the center of the performance stage and a seat for which 
a ticket may be purchased. This is an artist closeness metric. 
It is also a way that smaller venues can differentiate them 
selves from other venues and can use that metric to promote 
the venue. Some fans prefer the more intimate setting of a 
Smaller venue. 

0024 Per another feature, the disclosed contact center 
comprises a call scripting tool or wizard. Per Such a tool, a 
Script may be translated with point and clicks into a visual 
diagram or flowchart showing what happens during a phone 
call based on the script. The user interface may be such that a 
user inputs the events, specifying the type of event (message, 
questions (type of questions) and the logic (as per the table of 
the script) and the Scripting Wizard builds the diagram auto 
matically. The visual of the call sequence helps in reviewing 
the reports and fans responses. The block diagram may addi 
tionally contain the textual content of the event. 
0025 Peran optional feature, when an artist has launched 
a broadcast using the disclosed contact center a message 
might automatically be generated (optionally triggered by 
artist clicking FINISH in the broadcast building UI) to social 
networking site such as Twitter or Facebook that “Artist just 
sent a broadcast to Dallas Fans' pops up on Twitter. Of 
course, the artist may also tweet about it or post something 
on his/her Facebook or MySpace page. This might potentially 
promote call completions. 
0026. A powerful feature of the disclosed contact center is 

its ability to trigger or complete financial transactions using 
the interactive voice call launched via the contact center. One 
implementation of the above feature is via a mobile applica 
tion developed for an Operating System such as that for 
iPhone, Android, or Windows 7 Mobile. Per one optional 
implementation of the disclosed feature, the host of the con 
tact center provides its subscribers a Unified Communica 
tions platform with Microsoft Exchange Email Server (host 
Email/SIP accounts) coupled with the Lync (OCS) Commu 
nication Server (or the host of the contact center provides the 
SIP accounts to contact center subscribers directly). Sub 
scribers then download a web app client developed especially 
for the contact center. With that client running in the back 
ground, the contact center-subscribing artist may launch a 
broadcast wherein the call sequence comprises a Download 
Product Event which triggers a message asking the fan to 
accept the product (e.g., a song download) on the mobile 
device UI via the mobile web app. This is a quick and direct 
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way to effect a product purchase/download. Using the mobile 
app for effecting song download or other purchase transaction 
also means the interactive voice call is free to the fan because 
it is SIP-based and not routed through the Mobile PSTN (the 
mobile telephone network). 
0027 Per an alternative embodiment of the disclosed 
transactional interactive voice call, the Download Product 
Event could be an SMS Event that when created by the artist 
in building a call sequence triggers the sending of a URL link 
to the fan's mobile device (or alternatively sending of an 
e-mail containing the link to a purchase site) when the fan 
responds YES to a question such as the following: “Do you 
want to purchase my product now? If the fan opens the link, 
the product (Song or other product) download is automatically 
authorized and initiated. Then, the artist may follow-up with 
that fan by sending an interactive voice call that is in effect a 
“THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE 

0028 Because artist pays for minutes usage of interactive 
calls launched using the contact center, one useful feature is a 
contacts filter which aids the artist in better targeting of the 
calls (to maximize minutes usage efficiency). So, for 
example, contact filters are provided for enabling the artist to 
readily create a contact group that is Subset of all of the fans 
in his/her contacts registry. Possible filters include a fan age 
filter (fans who are 21 or older, fans under 21 (great for 
inviting/targeting fans for an artist's all age shows)) or geog 
raphy filter (e.g., fans whose address is within a specified 
mileage radius of a venue or other place), or fans profession 
filter (latter enabling the artist to target special interactions 
with fans employed in a special profession (e.g., film, radio, 
etc.). 
0029. The disclosed model also will help to maximize the 
power of influence that a fan has and can even measure (when 
for example an artist asks within the interactive voice call: 
“How did you hear about me. Become my fan?”) that Fan-to 
Fanpower of influence. For example, a fan visiting the service 
site and seeing the public profile of another fan (someone who 
may be a friend) is also able to see what artists that fan has 
opted into for receiving interactive voice calls. Thus, the fan 
might be at least curious to learn more about those artists, that 
is if he/she knows and trusts that fan and his credibility. 
0030 The disclosed music platform could receive buzz 
from fans who comment on their experience interacting with 
their artists in the Voice calls, an artist could stream a sample 
interactive call on his/her artist page on any site, and fans 
could tweet Suggestions for content of calls thus feeding ideas 
for call scripts. 
0031. The possible uses of interactive voice calls launched 
using the disclosed cloud-based contact center are virtually 
limitless and left to the imagination, business knowledge, and 
Scripting ability of the artist, artist rep, or venue. The adaptive 
contact center can help to automate transactions with fans. 
For example, a fan may be asked within the call do you want 
to buy a song or album download now, and if the fan says yes, 
the yes response triggers an SMS in real time to be sent to the 
fans mobile device (fan calls sent to the fans mobile device). 
This is also a way to effect a double opt in for a financial 
transaction (a fan says YES to a Do you want to buy? ques 
tion, and then fan also clicks on link in SMS and completes 
the purchase by providing credit card, PIN, or other authori 
Zation for the purchase). Alternatively, the transactional 
Voice call could conclude a purchase transaction within the 
call. Such call as implement a contact identity verification 
step where the fan's identity is verified through any of a 
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number of available and known means, and once verified, the 
fan authorizes a charge in a specified amount to his account 
(Paypal or credit card). The disclosed feature for facilitating 
and automating purchase transactions within the interactive 
call actually uses human psychology because of the direct 
voice interaction. While it is easy to delete an e-mail or an 
SMS, once a contact takes a call, and responds with ayes (via 
spoken response or pressing DTMF) to an invitation to pur 
chase, he/she is more likely to feel invested and to follow 
through with the purchase. 
0032. One method of verification (for both contact center 
subscribers and their contacts) is voice biometrics via the 
Fourier transformation logarithm in the speech recognition 
engine of the contact center. The User or a Contact is asked to 
speak/voice a sentence and the response is analyzed and 
stored on the service servers in a secure SQL account. 
0033 Pre-recorded interactive voice calls are best used 
when they are scripted to be short, relevant, urgent, fun, 
timely, and focused. And, they can be created using the Art 
ists voice (fans probably prefer that) or Artist’s rep voice. A 
non-limiting list of uses for interactive calls is the following: 
Ask fan what causes he/she cares about, timely show remind 
ers, product release announcement and invitation for pur 
chase pre-release or presale, ask for feedback on a song, an 
album, ask which of 2 or 3 songs is best placed as first Song on 
an album about to be released, run contest (ask questions 
about Artist, winner wins something that may be delivered via 
new NEO, transfer to live conversation with the Artist, special 
invitation to an event, SMS with free download of music, ... 
, ask fan for Suggestions for Subject matter/theme for Songs, 
organize Street team, manage Street team communications, 
screen candidates for collaboration with the artist in a future 
recording, conduct ad hoc market research/poll about any 
thing lawful, interview a fan or other contact, . . . . 
0034. Optionally, a metric is provided which sends alerts 
to the artist of the number of interactive voice calls the artist 
has sent to any given fan within a defined period of time. This 
helps to prevent harassment or perceived harassment. Alter 
natively, Such information may be provided per a report 
accessible to the artist per the reports feature of the contact 
Center. 

0035. The NEO's preferably contain information that is 
compliant with best practices of mobile marketing associa 
tion. So, for example, delivered within the automated call are 
clear opt out information, a question asking the contact/call 
recipient to confirm his/her age is 18 or older, and the caller's 
phone number and/or website information. 
0036 Per another feature (i.e., Transfer to Live Atten 
dant”) of the web-based contact center, a fan optionally may 
be asked within the call if he/she would prefer to speak with 
the artist live. Per such a feature, the Artist schedules the 
broadcast to take place on a date and time when he/she plans 
to be accessible to interact with fans who take the call. This 
type of broadcast can be pre-announced and promoted and 
will help also to increase the number of call completions 
because a fan may look forward to taking the call if he/she is 
able to interact with the artist live and in real time. 
0037 Peranother feature of the disclosed contact center, if 
a contacts device is Caller ID-enabled, when the phone rings, 
the Artist’s name is displayed as a Caller ID thus creating 
Some excitement and helping to encourage the fan to accept 
and complete the call. Alternatively, the contact center service 
provider's name can show up as Caller ID, thereby also sig 
naling to the fan that the call coming is a NEO. 
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0038 Per another feature, an artist may create his/her fan 
account when the artist desires to opt into receiving interac 
tive communications from the artist's selected artist(s). In 
that case, the artist account and the fan account shall each 
have unique e-mails. 
0.039 For a live music venue the disclosed business model 
fosters fans of the venue and helps venue more effectively 
target its advertising and marketing dollars to fans of the 
venue. This can be done with our without collaboration with 
the Artist/Artist’s team for artists who will perform at the 
venue. One possible use of an interactive voice call for a 
venue is to ask the fan which artists the fan wants to see at the 
venue (i.e., a fan can demand an artist at a venue, potentially 
influencing bookings at the venue). 
0040. The contact center metrics include number (or per 
centage) of calls completed in each broadcast, the percentage 
of calls in the broadcast that are hits (contact answered the 
call), percentage of calls where one or more question escala 
tions played (a metric of speech recognition quality level), 
number of calls which included completed transactions 
(credit card/PayPal purchase authorizations). As such, an Art 
ist may evaluate the return on investment of the contact center 
Subscription. 
0041. For added value, the contact center further com 
prises a feature whereby an artist may optionally record an 
audiovisual file of the artist during the artist's recording of 
events of the call. When the call is sent to a mobile device that 
is a smartphone that audiovisual file could be appended to 
the call, meaning it is downloaded (at the fans option) to the 
fans mobile device when the fan accepts the call. The audio 
visual file may be also be streamed online on the artist’s page 
on the disclosed music site or the artist’s page on any other 
website. 
0042. An optional UI feature allows a user to view the 
events of the Script on the computer Screen while recording 
the audio of each event of the script. 
0.043 Voice biometrics Fourier transformation within 
speech engine for fan authentication for purchase authoriza 
tions within NEO. . . automating purchase within the NEO, 
alternative Yes to purchase questions triggers SMS with link 
for fan to finish purchase authorization. 
0044 Perone feature, the Artist is able to create a Contact 
Group that is subset of all of the contacts in the artist’s contact 
file. For example, the Artist can select a fanbase that is within 
a specified radius of a Zip code. This is useful for sending 
NEO’s that are concert reminders/invitations to a targeted 
group of the artist’s fans. This targeting is efficient too as far 
as call minutes usage. 
0045 Disclosed also is a global/universal opt in, opt out 
feature and accompanying service provider hosted database 
whereby individual (consumers, Voters) can take an express 
action to either opt in or opt out of receiving, to the individu 
als mobile device or landline device, or both, interactive 
Voice calls launched using the disclosed contact center. The 
feature could be deployed as a mobile phone application (as 
described above) offered by the contact center service pro 
vider where the phone app is compatible with the operating 
systems of known mobile phone devices to facilitate the optin 
or opt out. Per the opt in feature, an individual opting in 
receives a confirmation SMS to his/her mobile device as well 
as confirmation interactive voice call for effecting a double 
opt in. Optionally there is provided within the UI of the 
mobile phone app (or online at the service site of the contact 
center-provider/hosting entity) a dropdown box enabling 
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individuals to select companies, (private or governmental) 
research organizations, whom the individual authorizes to be 
contacted via the interactive Voice channel. Thus, optionally 
there may be provided a Universal Opt In (anyone can contact 
the individual via the prerecorded voice channel) or Specific 
Opt In, where the opt in is effective only for consenting to 
being contacted by the named entities. The Global Opt In 
Contacts Registry Database may be maintained and managed 
by the contact center-provider/hosting entity or indepen 
dently or with or without contract with a governmental 
agency. Optionally, the opt in transaction may prompt the 
individual to provide certain information about himself/her 
self. Such as profession, birth year, Zip code, sex. Such a 
database thus facilitates the building of regional market 
research panels for various research projects that serve a 
Social policy purpose of the governmental agency conducting 
the research or it serves the purposes of a private company or 
organization. The disclosed database is likened to the opt-in 
for organ donation a licensed driver indicates on his/her driv 
er's license, thus serving some Social purpose. 
0046. The Universal Opt In may potentially be overridden 
(trumped) when the individual opts into receiving interactive 
pre-recorded calls from a specified merchant, company, orga 
nization. However, in that case, the opt in is effective only for 
that company and is ineffective for opting into any other 
company or entity. 
0047 Express Opt In is a built-in feature of the disclosed 
contact center whereby any individual (whether a current 
contact/customer) may expressly opt into NEO's from the 
owner of the account launching the Express Opt In Event. 
0048 Pera Global Mobile Marketing Registry feature, a 
there is an opportunity to develop a focused speech-enabled 
solution for both telemarketers (product/service marketers) 
and consumers for effecting automated, painless opt-in and 
opt-out and double opt-in for SMS, e-mails, and NEO's . . . 
and then maintaining such a database so its always up-to 
date. This Global Registry normally would require a main 
stream commercial or advertising campaign to build aware 
ness. The Global Mobile Marketing Registry could optionally 
provide a solution whereby all consumers could express their 
intent in this area by selecting (point, click) companies from 
whom they expressly consent to receiving pre-recorded inter 
active voice calls and SMS. 

0049 Maximizing the number (poll sample size) of citi 
Zens who are polled, where the citizenry is increasingly only 
accessible via cell phones, is a challenge in the US for 
example where laws require express consent to calls which 
use automated telephone systems (automated dialers for 
example, random digit dialers) or pre-recorded Voice. Under 
one possible embodiment of the disclosed inventive feature of 
the disclosed contact center, a Voter seeking registration as a 
registered Voter is prompted in the registered voter applica 
tion to either opt in or opt out of receiving calls which utilize 
automated telephone systems or pre-recorded Voice. This 
system can greatly enhance a pollster's ability to interact with 
citizens. 

0050 Peran optional feature of the disclosed contact cen 
ter, there is a “Transfer to Live Attendant' implemented via 
FreeSwitch back-to-back user agent. The original endpoints 
are the Speech server connected to a Contact, the transfer 
occurs, and the Contact leaves the Speech server and is con 
nected with whomever the contact center user directs the 
transfer. 
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0051 Disclosed also is an application of the disclosed 
contact center in the financial services advising industry. A 
hedge fund analyst or any another advisor/analyst in the 
financial services industry needs to communicate with inves 
tor/clients in a timely manner in order to share dynamic 
information about market conditions so that a client can make 
an informed investment transaction decision. Timely commu 
nication, each communication flexibly adapted for its 
intended purpose, sent in real time or near-real time, maxi 
mizes the volume of possible transactions with the client. The 
investor/clients vary in Sophistication and thus the advisor 
will fashion the advice/information for each category of cli 
ent. Calling each client, sometimes with repetitive informa 
tion and advice, is inefficient. Thus, the ability to create and 
launch pre-recorded interactive calls, each based on a script 
readily customized for each category of investor (i.e., targeted 
for each category of investor), with a few points and clicks, 
the calls launched in a broadcast to each contact group (i.e., 
investor Sophistication category) maximizes the level of the 
advisor's service to his/her clients and maximizes potential 
lucrative transactions with clients. The advisorgets a reportin 
real-time showing client responses to questions in the inter 
active call and the advisor is able to timely act on the infor 
mation gleaned in client responses in the interactive calls. The 
call may include the Transfer to Live Attendant Event if the 
client accepts the call and answers you when prompted with 
a question if the client wishes to initiate an investment trans 
action. Per this application, of course the investor/client has 
granted his/her advisor express consent for the pre-recorded 
interactive Voice calls. The calls are more compelling and 
urgent and credible than an e-mail or SMS from the advisor 
because of the added element of a trusted voice. The disclosed 
application translates well into any other industry where there 
is a need for a trusted expert to interact with a client who has 
authorized the expert to contact the client with pre-recorded 
interactive calls launched using the innovative DIY contact 
Center. 

How to Launch an Interactive Voice Broadcast Using the 
Disclosed Diy Contact Center 

0052 Here are the steps for teaching a contact center sub 
scriber (here, the user is an artist, for illustration purposes 
only) to build and launch an interactive voice call campaign 
using the disclosed web-based DIY contact center: 
0053 You Will Need: 
(1) Computer with an Internet connection and a web browser; 
(2) Computer microphone (USB connection, mono); 
(3) Web-based recording software or download the Silver 
lightTM plug-in. When you first access the contact center you 
will be prompted to download the Silverlight plug-in which 
allows you to use to do web-based audio recording from your 
desktop and within the contact center user interface, and 
(4) An active, validated Artist Account 

0054) 1. YOUR CONTACTS (FANS) The contacts 
file in your Artist Account is automatically populated 
with phone numbers of your fans who have opted into 
receiving NEO’sTM from you on www.NeoFanNetwork. 
com and who have accepted the site's Terms of Use 
Agreement. Remember, NeoFanNetwork is all about 
having PRIOR EXPRESS CONSENT FOR NEO'sTM 
FROMYOUR FANS. This business model is in compli 
ance with the federal statute, the Telephone Communi 
cation Privacy Act (TCPA). Also, note that currently, 
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SoFiTM is designed for launching calls within the United 
States. NeoFanNetwork.com plans to soon support users 
abroad. 
0.055 REGARDING OPT OUT'S Your fan may 
opt out of receiving NEO's at any time by visiting 
www.NeoFanNetwork.com and opting out. When a 
fan opts out, that fans contact information will be 
automatically deleted from your Contacts file and you 
will be unable to send NEO’s to that fan. A fan may 
opt in after opting out. 

0056 2.YOUR CONTACT GROUPS You are able to 
designate and name a contact group that is a Subset of all 
of the contacts in your contacts file. Creating contact 
groups Supports better targeting of interactions with fans 
and helps control your NEOTM minutes usage too. Thus, 
for example, you can create a contact group that com 
prises your fans who are Dallas-area fans and name that 
contact group something like Dallas Fans. Addition 
ally, you can create contact groups based on two built-in 
contact filters that are provided, namely an age filter 
(fans aged under 21, fans 21 and older), and a geography 
filter (fans who are located within a specified mileage 
radius of a NeoFanNetwork-participating venue). 

0057 3. SCRIPTING THE CALL Before you start 
using the SoFiTM contact center, you need to write a 
script for the call. Think about what you want to accom 
plish in the call. Make your script as relevant, short, 
timely, and as personalized as possible so your fans feel 
they are having a conversation with you. This is possible 
with SoFiTM provided you use smart scripting. You'll get 
better at this with each campaign that you launch. And, 
you might even treat the NEOTM as an opportunity to 
reveal your charisma (your personality, your voice), so 
your fans, with each successive NEOTM, get more 
insight into you as a person and an artist. That increases 
a sense of connection a fan has to you as an artist and 
may potentially help drive sales of tickets to your shows 
and sales of your products. 

Recommended/Best Practices Format for Creating the Call 
Script 

0.058 We recommend that you draft the script by building 
a 4-column table in a word processor software like Microsoft 
Word. The first column is for numbering each of the events of 
the Script starting with Zero. The second column is for cat 
egorizing each event of the Script as a message, question, or 
(your contacts/fans) response recording event. The third 
column is for inputting the branching and skipping logic for 
the scripted call (e.g., “If YES Branch to (Event) 3.) The 
fourth column is for inputting the textual content of the call— 
what you will say/record. Once you are happy with the Script, 
you should print out the Script have it at hand when you are 
ready to make the audio recordings of the script. 
0059 For simple scripts (e.g., a message and one ques 
tion), we have provided a Notepad within the UI for Audios. 
You can freeform input text into the Notepad. The Notepad is 
convenient because you can type the Script into the Notepad, 
then read the text by looking at the UI while recording. 
However, the Notepad is limited (in space) is not suited for 
drafting complicated Scripts comprising a large number of 
events and logics branches. 
0060 Break the script into discrete events. An event is 
either a statement (message) or a question. Questions can be 
open ended (we call them Recording Event type), confirma 
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tion (meaning they anticipate a YES or NO answer), numeric 
(meaning they anticipate an answer that is a digit from 0 to 9), 
or Customer Answer (meaning any single word answer). 
0061 NOTE REGARDING ESCALATIONS FOR 
QUESTIONS IN YOUR SCRIPT The speech recognition 
engine will attempt to recognize your contacts response (for 
matching it with the anticipated responses you have specified 
in your script). If the engine does not recognize the response, 
by default, the question will be replayed (hoping the fan 
understands the question and then, that time, responds in a 
way the engine recognizes). In speech technology jargon, the 
effort to help the speech engine to recognize a response is 
called escalation. If the engine cannot recognize the con 
tacts response after three (3) attempts, the call will abruptly 
terminate and an automated attendant will say “Goodbye. If 
you don’t want to simply repeat the question in an effort to get 
the fan to respond in a way the engine recognizes, you could 
record customized, Scripted escalations. In an escalation, you 
are merely rephrasing the question and might, for example, 
ask your contact to respond by pressing DTMF keys on their 
device (i.e., Press 1 if your answer is Yes, and Press 2 if your 
answer is NO.) instead of responding with speech. SoFiTM 
accepts voice and DTMF responses for this reason. 

0062 4. CUSTOM ANSWERS. If your script contains 
a Custom Answer-type question, then you’ll need to 
input the custom answers anticipated by each custom 
answer type question of your Script. The custom answer 
must be a single word. You will give a name the customer 
answer group for each custom answer question in your 
Script. 

0063) 5. SPECIAL NOTE ABOUT TEXT-TO 
SPEECH PROMPTS. If you are in a hurry and don't 
want to record audios for any given call, you may build 
your script using text-to-speech prompts (i.e., simply 
Prompts) which will be spoken by an automated(male or 
female, you specify) attendant. In creating a prompt, you 
first name it and then type the textual content for it. Then, 
utilizing the wizards (see the Sequence Building Step 
below), you add the saved, named prompts as (message, 
questions, or recording) events in the sequence-building 
stepjust as you use the wizards to add the audios for each 
event of the call. 

0064 6. RECORDING/UPLOADING, VOICE 
RECORDINGS OF EACH EVENT OF THE SCRIPT. 
Plug the computer microphone into a USB drive of your 
computer and make Sure the mike is turned on and the 
Volume is adjusted. Be Sure your computer recognizes 
the microphone. When you first access SoFiTM you will 
be prompted to download the Silverlight plug-in to your 
computer. Be Sure that you have Successfully down 
loaded that plug-in. Have the script handy so you can 
read from it while recording. Voice each event of the 
Script. We recommend that you pause for a 1-2 seconds 
after you click RECORD in the Silverlight recorder 
before you begin speaking. Speak loudly. Stop record 
ing, and play it to review it. If it is acceptable, then click 
SAVE and the audio file will be saved as wav file on 
your computer. A best practice tip is to be sure to have 
the file name end with the number that corresponds to the 
event number in the script. Please note, the audio file size 
limit is currently 4 MB. As a result we recommend that 
you break the Script into events comprising generally no 
more than 1-3 sentences (or questions). 
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0065 IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING THE 
AUDIO UPLOAD FEATURE: This feature is for 
uploading audios which contain your original and 
non-infringing content and you will so warrant when 
you accept the Terms of Use Agreement. 

0.066 7. CREATING A CALL SEQUENCE In this 
step you program the call, i.e., the call sequence, and you 
don’t have to be a programmer. The Smart UI of SoFiTM, 
comprising Add Event, Add Branching Logic, and Add 
Skip Logic Wizards, has done the coding for you. Start 
with the first event of your script and add each successive 
event of your script as either a Message Event Question 
Event, or Recording Event. For each question event, you 
will be prompted to specify the type of question event 
(whether audio file or TTS prompt). 
0067. After you have added all of the events of the 
Script, it is time to input the branching logic and the 
skip logic. Branching logic applies whenever you 
have question events (i.e., the call sequence goes to a 
particular event depending upon the fans response to 
the question). Skip logic applies when call flow 
requires that the next event be bypassed. 

0068 SPECIAL NOTE ABOUT THE ADD SMS 
EVENT in the SEQUENCE BUILDING WIZARD: 
If you want to facilitate/triggera purchase transaction 
with your fan from within any given NEOTM, you can 
do it by incorporating the Add SMS Event into your 
sequence. So, for example, if your script includes the 
question: “Do you want to purchase my album before 
it is released at a special price of S8 per album, just for 
NeoFanNetwork members like you?” Then, if the fan 
responds with a “yes.” your call sequence should 
include a branch to the SMS event you create which is 
merely a textual prompt which contains the URL of 
the site where the fan could click to effect the album 
purchase transaction. 

0069 8. BUILDING THE BROADCAST To build a 
broadcast you first give it a unique name, assign to it one 
saved call sequence, and assign to it one or more contacts 
or contact groups. You will also be able to specify male 
of female Voice (just in case the assigned sequence com 
prises TTS prompts). 

0070) 9. LAUNCHING THE BROADCAST You can 
launch the broadcast NOW (immediately) or you can 
schedule it to take place at a later date. If you launch the 
broadcast immediately (Broadcast NOW), the calls 
will be queued up immediately for each of the contacts 
you specified for the broadcast, but if contacts do not 
respond (are busy or unavailable), there are no retries. If 
you schedule the broadcast, you will specify a start date, 
whether the calls can be attempted weekdays or week 
ends, number of retries, and a start time and finish time. 
(0071. Note: The caller ID on your fan's devices 
(where Caller ID is enabled) will, as a default, show 
NeoBitSpeak and the NeoBitSpeak number reserved 
for the NEO’sTM is 214.575.4807. If your fan returns 
the call (after having missed your NEOTM call), NO 
ONE WILL ANSWER at that number and the fan is so 
advised in the Terms of Use Agreement. 

0072. If you want to provide your unique number or code 
as the default Caller ID, you are able to do that. 

0073 10, TEST THE SEQUENCE We VERY 
STRONGLY recommend that before you launch your 
broadcast you first test the sequence by sending abroad 
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cast to yourself only, and we recommend you do this 2-3 
times. If you don't do this, it is more likely than not that 
the first calls delivered to your fans will be incomplete 
and will not play your entire sequence and will be a 
disappointing experience for your fans who accept the 
call. By launching the broadcast to yourself first you are 
able to check to make Sure the branching logic (if any) 
and skip logic (if any) work as you intended it, and we 
recommend you answer the test call in different ways to 
more fully test the sequence and its logic. We also have 
found that launching the broadcast to yourself first 2 or 
3 times helps to ensure a proper playback of oil of the 
events of the script (i.e., without skips at the beginning of 
the call at Event 0 of the script). 

0074 11. REVIEWING REPORTS Within the 
REPORTS function of SoFiTM, you are able to review 
exportable reports that contain information about what 
happened during each call of your broadcast. In the 
Broadcast Detail Report you are able to review what 
transpired during the entire broadcast (detail for each 
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call to each contact of the broadcast). Each broadcast is 
automatically assigned a unique Broadcast ID. We plan 
to continually refine and enhance the reporting capabil 
ity within SoFiTM so you can expect to see enhancements 
in the near future. In the Calls Detail Report, you can 
view a detail of what transpired during each NEOTM to 
your fans. The Completed Calls Report gives informa 
tion about calls that completed, meaning calls where 
your fan answered and each event of the call sequence 
executed/played and your fan responded. You will be 
able to see your fans responses to each question of the 
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call. Note we have implemented filters so you can select 
whichfields to view in the report. The reports are export 
able as a pdfor Excel spreadsheet to your computer for 
review and analysis (as appropriate) using third party 
Software (e.g., market research data analysis Software). 

0075 12. FANS RESPONSE RECORDINGS You 
are able to access and listen to captured recordings of 
fans responses to the open-ended questions (if any) in 
your call sequence for the broadcast. Please note that per 
the Terms of Use Agreement that your fan has accepted, 
you are authorized to stream the response recording 
online, however, you must first get your fans express 
consentifyou want to play the response recording audio 
within a future NEOTM that you launch, or for any other 
use. Thus, DO NOTUSE THE RESPONSE RECORD 
ING INANEOTM without asking the fan's permission to 
do so . . . and of course you can ask for that consent 
within the NEOTM. 

The following is a sample script table: 

EVENT 
TYPE LOGIC TEXT FORRECORDING AUDIOS 

Msg Hi. This is ARTIST. Hey, I'm calling to 
welcome you to NeoFanNetwork! I am excited 
you opted in. 

Q-Custom If other-2: How did you discover me? Please say MySpace, 
Answer otherwise 3 Facebook, iTunes, or other. 
Recording OK. . . How DID you learn about me? Please 

explain in your own words as I'd love to know. 
Q- Yes-Go to 4: Good to know Have you been to one of my live 
Confirmation No-Go to 9 performances yet? 

Sorry I did not get that. Have you seen one of my 
ive shows yet? Please say YES or NO. 

Recording Wow! I am happy to know that! Where was the 
show? Please tell me the name of the venue and 
he city. And if you don't remember where the 
show was, just say you don't remember it. 

Q- Yes-Go to 6: Did I perform my song that is your favorite? 
Confirmation No - Go to 7 Please say Yes or No. 
Recording Which one? Please say the song title if you 

remember it, or sing a line or verse. If you don't 
remember, just say I don't remember. 

Recording Skip to 10 will next time. And, by the way which of my 
songs is your favorite? If you don't remember the 
Song title, just tell me you don't remember. 

Msg Skip to 10 write songs for fans like you. I mean it. 
Msg hope to meet you at one of my future shows. 

Il call you with an invitation when I'm 
performing in your area. 

Q- want you to have an excellent experience with 
Confirmation he NEO's that I send you. Please tell me if the 

sound quality of this call is OK. Just say YES or 
NO. 
Sorry I did not get that. Was the sound quality of 
his call OK. . . please tell me yes or no? 
Thanks for interacting Later my friend 

This invention relates generally to automated telephone call 
ing systems/services and more specifically to web-based out 
bound telephone calling systems/services using VoIP com 
munication that are adapted to be cost-accessible to 
individual users. Specifically, this invention relates to web 
based automated outbound telephone calling systems/ser 
vices with VoIP and speaker-independent voice recognition 
and IP telephony which provide a user with a means for 
do-it-yourself programming of call logic. 
0076 Inbound automated telephone calling systems using 
IVR are known. A quick enumeration of known prior art 
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systems for automated outbound telephone calling is helpful. 
An Automated Voice Messaging (herein AVM) service pro 
vides a method whereby a single message is digitally 
recorded then sent to a list of specified phone numbers via 
telephone and where no responses from call recipients are 
Solicited or captured. The computer automatically dials the 
phone numbers and delivers the pre-recorded message. Auto 
mated Telephone Surveying (herein ATS) is used to collect 
information and gain feedback via the telephone and the 
Internet. Automated Surveys are typically used by prior art 
call centers for customer relationship management, call cen 
terperformance management, market research (products, Ser 
vices), polling, and satisfaction Surveys. The process of set 
ting up an ATS system comprises the following steps: (1) The 
service provider, hired by a client, designs a Survey question 
naire meeting the clients instructions, (2) The service pro 
vider designs voice prompts and tests the survey. (3) When the 
Survey goes live, customers who contact the call center will be 
asked, either by the agent or by a Voice recording, if they 
would like to give feedback on the quality of the service they 
received. Customers who agree to take part are transferred to 
the survey at the end of their call. Transferring calls to the ATS 
system may be done manually by the person talking to the 
customer, or automatically using a Voice Response Unit 
(herein VRU). The customer is then presented with the survey 
which comprises a set of pre-recorded questions which 
prompt the customer to respond using the telephone keypad. 
The customer may also utter Verbal responses, and (4) Data 
recordings of a customer's responses are saved and compiled 
on a secure server. Significantly, recordings of responses are 
captured but are not recognized via a speaker-independent 
Voice recognition engine. The information may be accessed 
online. 

0077. An auto dialer is an electronic device that automati 
cally dials telephone numbers to communicate between any 
two points in the telephone, mobile phone and pager net 
works. Once the call has been established (through the tele 
phone exchange) the autodialer will announce verbal mes 
sages (often referred to as robocalls) or transmit digital data 
(like SMS messages) to the called party. 
0078 Interactive Voice Response (IVR) refers to interac 
tive technology that allows a computer to detect Voice and 
keypad inputs from a user. IVR technology is used exten 
sively in telecommunications and is also being introduced 
into automobile systems for hands-free operation. In tele 
communications, for example, IVR allows customers to 
access a company's database via a telephone touchtone key 
pad or via speech recognition and then service the customer's 
particular inquiry by following the instructions delivered by 
the IVR. IVR systems may be used to control a type of 
function (such as making a train ticket purchase) where the 
user interface can be broken down into a series of simple 
menu choices (e.g., where user is prompted to provide a 
destination, number of passengers, day of travel, preferred 
time of departure, desired class of travel). It has become 
common in industries that have recently embraced telecom 
munications applications to refer to an automated attendantas 
an IVR. So while the terms automated attendant and IVR are 
distinct and mean different things to traditional telecom pro 
fessionals, professionals in emerging telephony and VoIP 
applications use the term IVR as a catch-all term to signify 
any kind of telephony menu, including a basic automated 
attendant. 
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0079 Automated calling systems generally are known 
such as for example U.S. Pat. No. 7,386,102 entitled “System 
for remote control of an automated call system’’ and U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,169,798 entitled “System and method for automatic 
call.” Also known are web-based services such as Phonevite. 
com and Call-em-all.com. 

0080. The disclosed invention provides more functional 
ity and improved and more versatile functionality than any of 
the above-named prior art systems for outbound telephone 
messaging and response because the disclosed invention can 
automatically play a plurality of say-messages, ask questions, 
record a call recipient's Voice responses, and with user-de 
fined logic programmed with the help of a user-friendly user 
interface (UI), branch to other messages or questions depend 
ing upon the received response from the call recipient thanks 
to a speaker-independent Voice recognition engine. The dis 
closed system comprises some features of an autodialer, IVR, 
and automated telephone Surveying/computer-assisted tele 
phone interviewing, however the most accurate description is 
that of Automated Computer Telephone Interviewing 
(ACTI). ACTI is a telephone surveying technique by which a 
computer with speaker-independent Voice recognition capa 
bilities asks respondents a series of questions, recognizes then 
stores the answers, and is able to follow Scripted logic and 
branch intelligently according to the flow of the questionnaire 
based on the answers provided, as well as information known 
about the participant. The disclosed apparatus provides the 
Voice recognition capabilities which current automated tele 
phone surveys lack. And, unlike prior art systems, the dis 
closed system is adapted to enable individual users (individu 
als, businesses of all types, market research companies) to 
conduct cost-efficient market research campaigns (including 
both quantitative, screening research as well as qualitative 
research as appropriate) using the telephone. There is no need 
to invest in expensive hardware to run the service, there is no 
need to employ a call center or a market research company, 
because the user programs a Survey questionnaire from his/ 
her computer connected to the Internet and (preferably) hav 
ing Voice recording capability, specifies abroadcast compris 
ing contacts phone numbers and broadcast schedule, and in 
real-time the system automatically captures broadcast call 
detail and generates a report accessible online. There is no 
need to invest in costs associated with live focus groups, 
unless and until the screening research using the disclosed 
service indicates this is needed. There is no need to invest in 
live telephone attendants. And, in the case of qualitative 
research typically conducted with live focus groups, because 
many targeted respondents for focus groups are busy profes 
sionals (Such as doctors and lawyers), the disclosed service 
may potentially be more attractive to Such respondents 
because the respondents don’t need to travel to a focus group 
site. The disclosed system provides a service to users so that 
users do not have to make an expensive investment in archi 
tecture of known prior art systems for automated messaging 
and so that users do not need to outsource automated mes 
saging to third parties such as call centers. Disclosed is a 
web-based service that enables DIY for users seeking to 
communicate with contacts via automated telephone messag 
ing and response. 
I0081 Significantly, the disclosed invention is adapted to 
enable individual users to program then broadcast a do-it 
yourself Survey and market research campaign via a tele 
phone. The disclosed system enables efficient broadcasting of 
a large number of market research screening (recruitment) 
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calls without the need for alive attendant and even if some call 
recipients do not participate/are non-responsive to the broad 
cast call the number of potential completes can be efficiently 
maximized over time. 
0082. The applicant has invented an AVM system capable 
of Supporting ACTI, a telephone Surveying technique by 
which a computer with speaker-independent Voice recogni 
tion capabilities makes statements, asks respondents a series 
of questions, recognizes then stores the answers, and is able to 
follow scripted logic and branch intelligently according to the 
flow of the survey questionnaire based on the call recipients 
responses, as well as information known about the partici 
pant. Respondent answers to open-ended questions can be 
recorded, stored, downloaded by the client to a client com 
puter, and reviewed upon broadcast call completion. Indi 
viduals or businesses now have a cost-effective, robust online 
tool to conduct their own, customizable market Surveys in 
minutes of programming time by a user from a user computer 
having a browser to access the disclosed service. Prior art 
methods for market research utilize human respondents who 
are invited to participate in market research focus groups 
where focus group sessions are conducted by a human mod 
erator and recorded, and later transcribed and reviewed by a 
moderator hired by the client who delivers a report to the 
client. With the disclosed system/service, a user desiring to 
conduct market research can avoid the preceding steps and 
associated costs. The user identifies a target group of respon 
dents (contacts) for any particular market research project, 
programs a sequence for a broadcast to the contacts/contact 
group(s), launches the scheduled broadcast, and reviews 
reports captured by the disclosed system. 
0083. Automated outbound call messaging and response 
capture systems accessible to individuals for a broad spec 
trum of uses independent of the need for outside service 
providers (such as but not limited to programmers, consult 
ants, market research companies, or call centers) are not 
known to the applicant. The power of efficiently and cost 
effectively sending automated Voice calls to a plurality of 
contacts for various communication and response capture/ 
recognition purposes, including for purposes of conducting 
market research, via a user-modifiable specification for con 
trolling call logic based on a call recipient’s responses is now 
in the hands of the individual (consumer) user, the small 
business-entity user, and the large business entity-user. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0084 Disclosed is a web-based automated outbound call 
messaging and response capture system, method, and appa 
ratus comprising speaker-independent Voice recognition and 
IP telephony and UI enabling a robust user-programmable 
logic for do-it-yourself personal Surveys and market research. 
The UI wizards make the disclosed application a user 
friendly, robust online tool for enabling various types of tele 
phonic communication sessions with a target call recipient, 
and including fully automated telephonic sessions for con 
ducting market research. The disclosed web-hosted invention 
puts the power of programming customized interactive call 
sequences (as further described below) in the hands of the 
individual user. The invention is affordable for individuals 
and Small businesses as well as large business entities because 
there is no need to invest in expensive hardware (as per prior 
art systems) to deploy the required system architecture. The 
user does not need to outsource the capability to third parties 
resulting in a cost savings to the user. 
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I0085. The system architecture for practicing the disclosed 
invention is detailed below in the section on detailed descrip 
tion of the drawings. 
0.086 Per the web-based model, the user accesses the dis 
closed invention (system, tool) using a user computer and 
browser and pays for usage based on information relating to 
the quantity or duration of calls broadcast using the system. 
Other payment systems are also possible Such as a periodic 
(e.g. monthly subscription fee (like a license fee)) or a hybrid 
fee (e.g., periodic Subscription fee plus a call duration/call 
usage-based fee, and/or a bundled-minutes package fee). 
I0087. The disclosed web-based system may be hosted by 
one or more user-entities (e.g., the applicant as the licensor 
entity and multiple licensee-entities) whereby each user-en 
tity set ups the disclosed system architecture and makes the 
tool available to a selected group of internal users or external 
users in a defined market. So, for example and not by way of 
limitation, a user-entity may be a market research company/ 
licensee that brings the disclosed functionality in-house mak 
ing it available to its internal staff. 
I0088 Another advantage to the business entity-user is that 
the disclosed system frees up user's staff time in that the staff 
are not needed to service the swell of inbound calls that 
typically follow an automated outbound broadcast per prior 
art systems which do not have speaker-independent Voice 
recognition and capture of audio recordings of call recipient 
responses. The disclosed system/apparatus does all of the 
work: makes the calls, captures recordings of responses (as 
programmed by the user) and other attributes of the call, 
prepares call detail reports, saves the reports, and may deliver 
call detail data to the user in real-time. There is no swell of 
inbound calls to the user after the broadcast because contacts 
responses are recognized and captured. The user/user's staff 
may access, review, and act upon the information per the 
saved transaction/call detail reports in real-time or at Such 
time that the user/user's staff is available to do such follow-up 
work. 

I0089 Another advantage of the disclosed invention is that 
the application is readily programmable by the user for Vari 
ous desired calls with the help of a user interface comprising 
a series of pre-programmed wizards prompting the user to 
create sequence to accomplish what the user seeks from the 
call. A sequence, as further described below, is a set of user 
programmable instructions comprising message events and 
call loop logic tied to a call recipient's responses to the mes 
Sage events. 
0090. For illustration only and not by way of limitation, 
possible uses of the disclosed tool include customer/pur 
chaser Surveys, market research (quantitative, screening, 
qualitative), Soliciting feedback from a group of (Social, busi 
ness) contacts, polling (of constituents for example), service 
request customer intake (technical repair service, automobile 
repair service, repair services in the home), communicating 
patient lab test results (customer pre-registration (e.g., medi 
cal office patient registration), post-market Surveillance, 
patient follow-up care/monitoring, meeting/appointment 
reminders/confirmation, collection of past due payments on 
customer accounts, emergency messaging (e.g., product 
recalls, security breaches), advertising, any use where a user 
desires to stay in contact with a number of contacts (organi 
Zational groups, social networking groups) for specific com 
munication/response purposes. The disclosed tool can meet a 
broad spectrum of communication needs and can be used by 
individual consumers, market 3S research companies, gov 
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ernment, professional associations, trade associations, indus 
try (e.g. for remote provisioning applications), Small and 
large businesses alike who want to communicate with a group 
of contacts and obtaininformation from the group of contacts. 
0091. The disclosed tool is especially helpful and pro 
motes efficiency in the context of screening (e.g., quantita 
tive, recruitment for a focus group, and including qualitative) 
market research via a telephone. In that context the automati 
cally delivered, pre-programmed sequence helps to eliminate 
bias that may exist in prior art systems where a live human 
attendantasks the Survey questions. Additionally, because the 
disclosed tool captures audio recordings of a call recipients 
Voice responses it is possible to capture more information 
from a call recipient. Voice capture can help promote more 
accurate analysis of market research data because it provides 
the ability to analyze data contained in a call respondents 
Voice intonations. 

0092 Per one embodiment of the disclosed system a 
means for both user and call recipient (contact) authentication 
is included to promote security in the disclosed system. As a 
result, biometrics may be optionally incorporated as a way to 
add security to an application. A user's voice biometrics is 
generally tied to the device on which the user is enrolled 
because audio can sound radically different on different 
phones. Voice biometrics could be combined with requiring 
the user to enter a secret PIN number using DTMF or voice. 
So, for example in a market research application, the user may 
initially communicate with a contact/target respondent by 
capturing an audio signature for that contact/target respon 
dent and later verifying that audio signature via a Fourier 
Transformation. This latter approach is speaker recognition 
which in essence is speaker verification (as contrasted with 
Voice recognition, recognizing what is being said). 
0093. The invention may be understood based on this 
description, the drawings below, and the sample screen shots 
which comprise the user interface of one embodiment of the 
disclosed apparatus. 
0094. The basic steps in the method of using the preferred 
embodiment for the disclosed apparatus for automated out 
bound call messaging and response capture are as follows: 

(0.095 (1) SIGNING UP FOR THE SERVICE. Via a 
user computer having Internet access (and preferably a 
means for Voice recording at the user computer, which 
may include a means for web-based audio recording), a 
user accesses (e.g., via the URL of the website home of) 
the disclosed system/apparatus/service (herein the term 
tool may also be used for convenience) and becomes a 
registered user/Subscriber by creating an account profile 
(which comprises a user e-mail address). In the account 
setup, the user typically also specifies a type of payment 
account/method the user chooses for payment for use of 
the tool. Minutes of call usage-type payment systems 
and hybrid payment systems which combine a periodic 
(e.g. monthly Subscription fee, like a license fee)) fee 
and a call attribute-related pricing (e.g., call duration, 
type of call) are possible. 

0096 (2) INPUTTING of CONTACTS For any given 
type of desired outbound call session/desired end use, 
whether for example and not by way of limitation a 
market research call session to a target group of respon 
dents or a call to remind customers/patients of an 
appointment, via the disclosed UI, the user inputs con 
tact information (attributes including but not limited to a 
phone (fixed line, mobile) number) and may organize 
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contacts into contact groups. Contacts (assigned to any 
given broadcast (see below) are the call recipients for a 
broadcast call. Saved contacts, contact groups are stored 
in a searchable SQL database. Optionally, the inputting 
of contacts may incorporate contact attributes Such as 
not limited to a user-assigned PIN to provide for a type 
authentication (which is desired for certain uses such as 
for example for a contact who is a patient receiving 
personal medical lab test results from a medical services 
provider-user). 

0097 (3) CREATING MESSAGE (say-type and ques 
tion-type) EVENTS The user is prompted via the UI to 
program (create, name) one or more message events 
which are automated messages that will be automati 
cally delivered/played (in accordance with a user-pro 
grammed sequence (see below)) when abroadcast callis 
answered by a contact. The type (content) of message 
and the number of messages depends upon the type of 
call to be broadcast (i.e., the purpose of the call, the type 
of information to be collected). In this step, the user 
anticipates how the desired call session should progress 
and thus creates messages appropriate for that call. The 
messages are stored in a relational database. A message 
may be an audio file (comprising pre-recorded and saved 
audio files Stored on the user's computer and uploaded to 
the disclosed tool, and/or newly-created audio record 
ings which the user may record using a web-based audio 
recording wizard) or a text that the disclosed system will 
automatically treat as text-to-speech (TTS), depending 
upon user preference. Message events could be a Say 
Message-type (a statement) or Aska Question-type. So, 
by way of illustration in the case of a market research 
type call, the message events may include (1) Say Mes 
Sage-type event whereby the message event informs the 
call recipient about the purpose/nature of the call and 
expected call duration, (2) an Aska Question Message 
type event whereby the message invites the call recipient 
to authenticate his/her identity (via for example a yes/no 
confirmation-type Ask a Question message. The deci 
sion between using an audio file vs. a iTS-type message 
prompt input is a decision the user will make based on 
time expediency and the quality (naturalness) of call 
session experience desired to be achieved. For example, 
to the extent the user wants a call respondent to have a 
high quality experience the user may opt to use more 
audio files. Messages that are Aska Question-type mes 
Sage events are one of the following types: confirmation 
(yes or no answer is anticipated), numeric (a numeric 
answer is anticipated), or Custom Answer (i.e., open 
ended question which anticipates a custom or unique 
answer that is a single word or phrase). As an optional 
time-saving and keystroke-saving feature, the disclosed 
service may give users access to an already populated 
database of saved Messages which the user may utilize 
in programming the user's unique call sequences (see 
below). 

0098 (4) CREATING ANSWERS AND ANSWER 
GROUPS. In this step, the user anticipates the possible 
responses from a call recipient to the Ask a Question 
Message-type events created per Step 3 above. For each 
of these responses, the user creates an Answer or Answer 
Group and the Answer and Answer Group are automati 
cally saved in the searchable SQL database. The Answer 
or Answer Group may be a single word (e.g., yes, no, 
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two, three) or short phrase (not now, I liked it very 
much). Custom Answer Groups are a collection of up to 
nine (9) single word answers associated with an Answer 
Group Name. Custom Answers provide the user with the 
ability to create his/her own dynamically generated 
speaker-independent voice recognition grammar collec 
tions. The Voice recognition engine of the disclosed 
service can usually recognize words stored and retrieved 
from the database during a call and provide a response 
match if the word spoken after a question during the call 
is recognized. The applicant is not aware that this feature 
is available with other web-based services for automated 
messaging systems. The number of Answers and 
Answer Groups is limitless and will depend upon what 
the user identifies as appropriate for any given call or 
type of call session. The Answers and Answer Groups 
are created and saved so that when a call recipient 
responds to abroadcast call, the disclosed apparatus uses 
dynamic voice recognition during runtime to recognize 
or match the answer (with saved Answers or Answer 
Groups in the database) so to be able to process the 
user-programmed logic as per the next step, the 
sequence-building step.). As an optional time-saving 
and keystroke-saving feature, the disclosed service may 
give users access to an already populated database of 
saved Answers/Answer Groups which the user may uti 
lize in programming the user's unique call sequences 
(see below). Peran optional feature, a means is provided 
to the user to elect to randomize the order of the Aska 
Question-type message events. This feature may be 
important in a market research-type application. 

(0099 (5) BUILDING (PROGRAMMING) A 
SEQUENCE FOR A BROADCAST With the aid of 
the sequence management wizards of the disclosed UI, 
the user creates and names a sequence which is the heart 
of the broadcast that controls what happens in the call 
session, i.e., how the call is managed in response to and 
based upon call recipient responses. The named 
sequence is automatically saved in a relational database. 
Sequences comprise are a group of events including Say 
Messages-types, Ask a Question Message-types, 
Recorda Response Recordings, and Logic which the use 
programs to occur during each broadcasted call. 
Sequence event management allows the user to control 
the “flow” of events which occur during a call. Messages 
played during a call can either be Audios or Text-To 
Speech (TTS) Prompts. Per the preferred embodiment 
two types of event Logic exist: Question Branching and 
Event Skipping. An elaborate Sequence Management 
panel is available for the user to add, remove, and 
manipulate Sequence Events. The Sequence Manage 
ment panel also provides five wizards to assist the user 
with adding sequence events and sequence logics. The 
user creates a program, namely a set of instructions, 
comprising selected events which are of the Say Mes 
Sage-type, Ask a Question-type, and Record Response 
type (the latter being whereby the system automatically 
records the call recipient's response and saves the audio 
file in a relational database; per optional features, the 
recording per the Record Response-event may be 
e-mailed as a wav file to the user or the audio file may be 
converted to text and included on the call detail report 
per below) and the logic linking the events. The logic 
comprises event branching and skipping. Branching 
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operands include if/then, equal to, not equal to, less than, 
and greater than. Other logic operands are possible and 
are known to those of ordinary skill in the programming 
arts 

01.00 (6) SPECIFYING A BROADCAST In this 
step, the user assigns contacts/contact groups and a 
sequence to a broadcast, and specifies the schedule for 
the broadcast Broadcasts may be broadcast immediately 
(Broadcast Now) are broadcasts may be scheduled for a 
specific day and time in the future. 

0101 (7) LAUNCHING OF A BROADCAST The 
service automatically launches a broadcast when the 
scheduled day and time for that broadcast are reached in 
real-time. The call is made to each contact and call 
recipient responses are recorded (whenever the 
sequence comprises a Record Response-type message 
event). The speech recognition engine of the disclosed 
apparatus matches call recipient responses with user 
saved answers/answer groups as the system runs the 
sequence and its associated call logic. 

0102 (8) EVALUATION OF CALL DATA VIA 
AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED REPORTS. The 
user may view a Summary report updated in real-time 
(available as a wav file when the call is disconnected) 
during abroadcast or alternatively view the call results at 
a later time. The automatically generated report captures 
key attributes (or transaction detail) of the call. The 
report is displayed in real-time with the report data 
updated every sixty (60) seconds. 

(0103) (9) NEW PROGRAMMING BASED ON 
INFORMATION GLEANED FROMA BROADCAST 
CALL Based on information gathered in the broadcast 
call and captured in the automatically-generated call 
detail report, the user may re-program (edit) a saved 
broadcast or create a new broadcast (with a new 
sequence comprising new events, event logic) as appro 
priate. Optionally, for market research-type broadcast 
calls, the captured responses per the call detail report 
may alternatively be dumped into a linked market 
research analysis application for market research quan 
titative data analysis. For market research applications 
where the user desires to gather additional (qualitative) 
information that is made possible best when focus group 
respondents interact in a live focus group moderated by 
a live moderator in a focus group Suite, that user may, as 
a follow-up to the screening broadcast, schedule a live 
session inviting a specially selected Subset of contacts. 
Thus, the disclosed service is an additional efficiency 
promoting tool in the toolbox available to users desiring 
to conduct market research studies, including qualitative 
market research. 

Convert Audio Feature 

0104. A feature of the preferred embodiment of the dis 
closed system is the Convert Audio feature whereby a user 
may program a sequence to broadcast to himself/herself as a 
contact, where the sequence includes at least one Record 
Response (recording) event, accept the call and respond to the 
call. The user then may access the recording per the Record 
Response event and save it in the SQL database of saved 
Audios for use in programming sequences. The Convert 
Audio Feature offers an alternative, convenient and effective 
way to capture user-voice audio recordings of messages. 
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Thus, the Covert Audio Feature is offered in addition to other 
means the user may have for voice recording. Such as web 
based recording wizards. 
0105. Selected features of the disclosed system include the 
following: 

0106 Contacts upload—CSV (comma delimited files) 
0107 Audio upload WAV, WMA, MP3 
0108) Audio download-zipped WAV files 
0109 Report exports Excel, PDF 
0110 Broadcast types—Immediate with no retries or 
Scheduled with a specified number of retries, GMT time 
Zone selection, days to call, start and end time selections 
based on selected time Zone 

0111. Three Questions types: Confirmation (Yes/No), 
Single Numeric—0 through 9, and groups of single 
word Custom Answers 

0112 Text-To-Speech prompts 
0113 Sequence logic branch to different messages 
based on question response or skip from one message to 
another: For example: if call recipient response=: 
Answer Group Athen Say Message"Thank you for your 
input.” 

0114 Custom Voice Recognition/DTMF Answers— 
nine custom answers per answer group are Supported. 
Answers are stored in alphabetical order and DTMF 
numbers one up to nine is assigned to each answer. The 
number Zero is reserved for future use (e.g., unsuper 
vised transfer to live operator). 

0115 Optional market research data analysis applica 
tion—recorded responses are captured then analyzed via 
a data dump to a market research data analysis program/ 
application that may be integrated with the disclosed 
service or linked in some way to the disclosed service. 

The disclosed invention, a web-based outbound messaging/ 
response tool using VoIP communication, can deliver more 
than one message, ask a plurality of questions/query the call 
recipient, and with user-defined logic branch to other mes 
sages or questions depending upon the response received 
from the call recipient. The call recipient interacts with the 
tool via normal speech which is interpreted using the Voice 
recognition or with DTMF responses. This can be done in real 
time or per a user-programmed broadcast Schedule. The mes 
sages may be pre-recorded audio files which are uploaded or 
user input text messages which the tool converts to speech 
using TTS program. The questions may yes/no-type, numeric 
answer-type, or open-ended/complex-type (herein referred to 
as Custom Answer). The user anticipates possible answers to 
the Customer Answer questions and programs one or more 
possible answers. A call recipients answers to open ended 
questions are recorded and stored in real-time and may be 
accessed and downloaded by the client upon broadcast call 
completion. 
0116. The speaker-independent Voice recognition engine 
used in the disclosed system currently supports two forms of 
grammar recognition: keyword and concept answers (conver 
sational grammar where the user uses natural language to 
answer open-ended questions). Keyword grammars are 
single words or short phrases which the speech engine will 
recognize. Custom pronunciation Support is also possible 
with the disclosed system and is deemed to be within the 
scope of the disclosure. Additionally, the disclosed invention 
may be adapted for languages other than the English lan 
gllage. 
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0117 Per an optional feature, immediately when a call 
recipient answers a call. (1) a Say Message is played which 
informs the call recipient of the nature of the call and the 
expected call duration/anticipated demand on the call recipi 
ent’s time and (2) is followed by a Confirmation question 
asking the call recipient to respond with a yes/no whether the 
call recipient wants to take the call at that time or alternatively 
whether the user wishes to postpone the call and optionally 
(3) asks a Custom Answer-type question prompting the call 
recipient to suggest a callback date and time. This optional 
feature when programmed into a sequence helps to promote 
satisfaction in the experience a call recipient has with the 
system. 
0118. Additionally, probing events could be incorporated 
into the sequences as desired by the user. 
0119 The disclosed system optionally may incorporate a 
user interface whereby the system accepts a user's verbal 
commands via a Bluetooth wireless headset with voice inter 
face. 
I0120 Per an optional feature of the disclosed system, 
users are provided searchable access to a database of 
sequences created and saved by other users of the service. The 
creators of the sequences authorize the inclusion of their 
selected sequences in the above-referenced database for 
access by other users. 

Partial Features List: 

0121 Contact upload—.CSV (comma delimited files), 
4 MB file size limit 

(0.122 Audio upload-WAV, WMA, MP3; 4 MB file 
size limit 

0123 Audio download—Zipped WAV files 
0.124 Recorded Audios can be converted for use in later 
broadcasts 

(0.125 Report exports Excel, PDF 
0.126 Broadcast types—Immediate with no retries or 
Scheduled with up to 5 retries, GMT time Zone selec 
tion, days to call, start and end time selections based on 
Selected time Zone 

0127. Three Questions types: Confirmation (Yes/No), 
Single Numeric—0 through 9, and groups of single 
word Custom Answers 

0128 Text-To-Speech prompts Text To Speech (TTS) 
phrases stored in the database which can be read and 
spoken by the computer as a message during abroadcast. 

0.129 Sequence logic branch to different messages 
based on question response or skip from one message to 
another 

0.130. Answers: groups of lists of nine or less single 
words or short phrases which can be recognized as a 
spoken response to a question. 

0131 Custom Voice Recognition/DTMF Answers— 
nine custom answers per answer group are Supported. 
Answers are stored in alphabetical order and DTMF 
numbers one up to nine is assigned to each answer. The 
number Zero is reserved for future use (unsupervised 
transfer to live operator). 

0.132. The disclosed system may be broken down into ten 
categories of functionalities. A common control used in many 
categories is the ASP Gridview which is used to handle data 
operations such as paging, Sorting, and editing. The catego 
ries and their associated options, pera preferred embodiment, 
are as follows: Profile (add credit, change password, update 
profile; for enabling user account management functions), 
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Contacts (select, unselect, delete, upload, view country 
codes, add a contact; for enabling management of contacts 
information which may include name, country code, phone 
number data), Groups (select, unselect, delete, manage group 
contacts, add group; also for management of contacts infor 
mation), Prompts (select, unselect, delete, add; for manage 
ment of events to be used in sequence-building), Audios 
(select, unselect, delete, upload, play audios via the Audio 
Player), Answers (select, unselect, delete, manage answer 
groups, add answer group), Sequences (select, unselect, 
delete, manage, add), Broadcasts (select, unselect, delete, 
manage, add), Reports (view transactions report (comprising 
the data fields: timestamp, amount, transaction ID, PayerID, 
Comments, Name, Phone. Duration), view call details report 
(comprising data fields: job Submitted date and time, broad 
cast name, sequence name, contact name, phone number, call 
status, call duration, call timestamp, event type, message, 
value, and Summary), Recordings (select, unselect, delete, 
download recorded audio files, use recorded audio files for 
broadcasts). 

UI for Management of Sequences 
0133. Management of sequences is an important feature of 
the disclosed do-it-yourself system for automated outbound 
call messaging and response capture. A sequence refers to a 
program created by the user for instructing the system to 
control events in any given call session. A sequence com 
prises a collection of events. Three types of events are Sup 
ported: Play Message, Ask Question, or Record Audio-based 
response. Three types of questions are available: Confirma 
tion (Yes/No), Numeric (0 to 9), or Custom Answer-type. The 
preferred embodiment of the disclosed apparatus provides for 
the following functionalities for management of sequences: 
select all sequences (that have been created and saved by the 
user), unselect all sequences, delete (removes sequences and 
events within the sequences from the database), and manage 
sequences. The Manage Sequences functionality presents 
many controls to the user and it is recommended that the user 
work through panel in a top to bottom fashion. The first 
control is a drop-down list used to select the Sequence for 
which to manipulate. The next control is a list of Events which 
have been previously created (with a new Sequence this list 
will be empty). Below the Events listbox is a row of buttons 
labeled: Delete, Up, and Down. When an item in the Events 
listbox is selected this buttons provide the ability to remove 
the Event by depressing the Delete button or realign the order 
of the Event with regards to other Events by depressing the Up 
or Down buttons respectfully. The next row of buttons 
includes the following functions: Add Message Events. Add 
Questions Events, and Add Recording Events. 
0134. The Add Message Events Wizard consists of three 
steps: Start, More, and Finish. The Start step displays a radio 
button group with two choices: Audio or (text) Prompt: and a 
listbox containing available messages. If the Audio radio 
button is selected then the listbox is populated with all avail 
able Audios and if the Prompt radio button is selected then the 
listbox is tilled with all available Text-To-Speech (TTS) 
phrases. The user should now select a message to be played. 
The More step first displays all prior messages which have 
been added during the use of the Wizard, because the Wizard 
is recursive there may be multiple messages displayed in the 
top most listbox. A delete button is available to remove 
selected messages if the user desires. Beneath the delete 
button is a radio button group consisting of Yes or No options 
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to determine whether the user would like to add more Mes 
sages; if Yes is selected the user is directed back to the Start 
step or if the user selects No they move to the Finish step. 
During the Finish step if the user depresses the Finish button 
all new Messages are created and committed to the database 
and the user is returned to the Manage Sequences panel. 
0.135 The Add Sequence Event Questions Wizard is com 
prised of three steps: Start, More, and Finish. The Start step 
contain many controls and should be completed beginning at 
the top and work towards the bottom. The first controls at the 
top are a group of radio buttons used to select the question 
type. There are three Question types which are supported: 
Confirmation (Yes/No), Single Numeric (0 through 9), and 
Custom. When the Custom Answer radio button is selected a 
listbox will appear to the right of the control with a list of 
available Custom Answer Groups to select from. Below the 
question type control group is the question Message to be 
played, this is a required selection. The user will have the 
choice of using an Audio or a Prompt, depending on which 
radio button the user selects the list control to the right will 
populate with the available choices. There are four remaining 
optional groups of controls: Silence, Extended Silence, No 
Recognition, and Extended No Recognition. These controls 
provided the selection of Audio or Prompt messages to be 
played when the question is not answered or the response to 
the question is not understood. The step Next asks the user if 
they want to add more questions; if yes the user is returned to 
the Start step of the Wizard otherwise they are moved to the 
Finish step. The Finish step will close the Wizard and return 
the user to the Manage Sequences panel. 
0.136 The Add Sequence Event Recordings Wizard con 
tains three steps. The Start step asks the user to select a 
Message or Prompt to play which is usually in the form of a 
question requesting an open ended response from the user 
which will be recorded are stored in an audio file for future 
playback, download, or use in a new Broadcast. The More 
step first displays all prior messages which have been added 
during the use of the Wizard, because the Wizard is recursive 
there may be multiple messages displayed in the top most 
listbox. A delete button is available to remove selected mes 
sages if the user desires. Beneath the delete button is a radio 
button group consisting of Yes or No options to determine 
whether the user would like to add more Messages; if Yes is 
selected the user is directed back to the Start step or if the user 
selects No they move to the Finish step. During the Finish step 
if the user depresses the Finish button all new Messages are 
created and committed to the database and the user is returned 
to the Manage Sequences panel. 
0.137 Beneath the row of Add Events buttons is the Logics 
listbox which contains logic operatives which control the 
flow of the Sequence Events. Two forms of logic operations 
are available: Question Branches and Skips (other forms of 
logic may be incorporated as appropriate for any given appli 
cation and as known in the logic programming arts). The row 
of buttons below the Logics listbox allows the user to delete 
existing logic operatives or to add new logics. To delete 
existing logic select an item within the Logics listbox and 
depress the Delete button. 
0.138. The Add Sequence Question Event Logic Branches 
Wizard is comprised of three steps: Start, More, and Finish. 
At the top of the Start step is a listbox containing all Questions 
within the Sequence, the user will select an item from the list 
to add Branching logic. Beneath the Sequence Questions 
listbox is a row of controls containing Operator and Value 
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drop-down listboxes. The Operators available which the user 
will select one of are: Equal To, Not Equal To, Less Than, and 
Greater Than. The items populated within the Values drop 
down listbox will vary depending on the question type. If the 
selected question type is a confirmation then the items avail 
able will be Yes or No. If the selected question type is a 
numeric then the numbers 0 through 0 will be displayed. 
Finally, if the question type is Custom, then all Answers 
available for the Custom Answers Group will be listed. The 
bottom listbox contains all Events for the selected Sequence. 
The user should apply logic from selecting a question to 
branch from based on operator and value and then select an 
Event item to Branch to if the Operator and Value criteria is 
met. The More step first displays all prior Logic Branches 
which have been added during the use of the Wizard, because 
the Wizard is recursive there may be multiple items displayed 
in the top most listbox. A delete button is available to remove 
selected items if the user desires. Beneath the delete button is 
a radio button group consisting of Yes or No options to deter 
mine whether the user would like to add more Logic Branches 
if Yes is selected the user is directed back to the Start step or 
if the user selects No they move to the Finish step. During the 
Finish step if the user depresses the Finish button all new 
Logic Branches are created and committed to the database 
and the user is returned to the Manage Sequences panel. 
0.139. The Add Sequence Event Logic Skips Wizard con 
tains three steps: Start, More, and Finish. The Start step con 
tains From Event and To Event listboxes. The user will select 
an item from each of the two listboxes. The purpose of the 
selection is to allow the user to enable logic to skip from one 
event to another without executing events which lay between 
the two selected items. The More step first displays all prior 
Logic Skips which have been added during the use of the 
Wizard, because the Wizard is recursive there may be mul 
tiple items displayed in the top most listbox. A delete button 
is available to remove selected items if the user desires. 
Beneath the delete button is a radio button group consisting of 
Yes or No options to determine whether the user would like to 
add more Logic Skips; if Yes is selected the user is directed 
back to the Start step or if the user selects No they move to the 
Finish step. During the Finish step if the user depresses the 
Finish button all new Logic Skips are created and committed 
to the database and the user is returned to the Manage 
Sequences panel. 

UI for Management of Broadcasts 

0140. The term broadcast refers to the combination of (1) 
contacts and a sequence(s) for a given automated outbound 
call. The preferred embodiment assigns a single sequence to 
a broadcast, however it is possible to embed more than one 
sequence in a broadcast and Such capability is deemed to be 
within the scope of this invention. The disclosed apparatus 
provides for the following functionalities for management of 
broadcasts: select broadcast, unselect, delete, and manage 
broadcasts. The Manage Broadcasts functionality invokes a 
wizard used to assist the user with initiating a Broadcast. The 
Broadcast Wizard consists of six steps: Start, Contacts, 
Sequence, Type, Schedule, and Finish. During the Start step 
the user selects a Broadcast. The Contacts step allows the user 
to select which Contacts the Broadcast should use. The 
Sequence step provides the user with a list of available 
Sequences to select from which the user has previously cre 
ated and stored. The Type step asks the user if they want to 
Broadcast now or Schedule the Broadcast. The Broadcast 
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now option begins the Broadcast immediately; it does not 
provide Retries as it will attempt to call the Contact a single 
time. If the user chooses to Schedule a Broadcast then the 
Schedule Broadcast step is presented. During the Schedule 
step the user is presented with the following options: 

0.141 Time Zone to base the Broadcaston; the default is 
based on time Zone in the user profile 

0.142 Days to Call: Everyday, Weekdays, or Weekends 
0.143. Number of Retries: None, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; the default 

is 3 

0144. Retry Interval (in Minutes): 1,2,5, 10, 15, 30, 60: 
the default is 5 minutes 

(0145 Start Time: 0 through 23 hour intervals 
014.6 End Time: 0 through 23 hour intervals 
0147 Start Date 

The last step is Finish. When the Finish button is depressed 
the Broadcast begins if the Broadcast Now option was 
selected, or the Broadcast is placed into a Schedule queue and 
will be triggered when the scheduled day and time are 
reached. If the Cancel button is depressed then the Broadcast 
will not occur. 

Optional do not Call Feature 

0.148. The National Do Not Call Registry applies to any 
plan, program, or campaign to sell goods or services through 
interstate phone calls. This includes telemarketers who solicit 
consumers, often on behalf of third party sellers. It also 
includes sellers who provide, offer to provide, or arrange to 
provide goods or services to consumers in exchange for pay 
ment. The National Do Not Call Registry gives consumers an 
opportunity to limit the telemarketing calls you receive. The 
National Do Not Call Registry is managed by the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC), the nations consumer protection 
agency. It is enforced by the FTC, the Federal Communica 
tions Commission (FCC), and state law enforcement officials. 
Organizations can acquire yearly Subscriptions to access the 
National Do Not Call Registry. A Full List Download is a 
download that contains all the registered telephone numbers 
within the area codes that are part of your organizations 
Subscription. Downloads of multiple area codes or states have 
to be done by file. Each area code or state list is a discrete file. 
A download of the entire National Registry is one discrete 
file. The format of the download file is comma-delimited text 
files containing one area code and telephone number per line, 
separated by a comma. 
014.9 The embodiment of the disclosed system which 
incorporates the Do Not Call Feature comprises a SQL data 
base table which contains all phone numbers in the National 
Registry. Before a call is broadcasted the contact phone num 
ber should be compared to entries stored in the Do Not Call 
table; if a match occurs the call is not broadcasted (even if the 
contact is included in the group that is to broadcast) and the 
associated Call Detail Record (CDR) will contain an appro 
priate error description. The website for the disclosed system 
may optionally provide users with an interface to add their 
phone number to the internal database table. Additionally an 
extra description field may be incorporated into the Contacts 
table denoting whether each contact is exempt from the Do 
Not Call list, i.e. the contact is personal and not business/sales 
oriented. 
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Optional Telephony Features 
0150 System architecture required to practice the dis 
closed system and method is described in the section on 
detailed description of the drawings. This paragraph high 
lights some of the optional additional telephony features that 
may be incorporated. A back-to-back user agent (B2BUA) is 
a logical Session initiation Protocol (SIP) network element. It 
resides between both end points of a phone call or commu 
nications session and divides the communication session into 
two call legs and mediates all SIP signaling between both 
ends of the call, from call establishment to termination. Each 
call is tracked from beginning to end, allowing the operators 
of the B2BUA to offer value-added features to the call. In the 
originating call leg the B2BUA acts as a user agent server 
(UAS) and processes the request as a user agent client (UAC) 
to the destination end, handling the signaling between end 
points back-to-back. A B2BUA maintains complete state for 
the calls it handles. Each side of a B2BUA operates as a 
standard SIP network element as specified in RFC 3261, the 
official SIP specification. 
0151. For the disclosed system, a B2BUA may provide the 
following functions: 

0152 Call management (billing, automatic call discon 
nection, call transfer, etc.) 

0153 Network interworking (perhaps with protocol 
adaptation) 

0154 Hiding of network internals (private addresses, 
network topology, etc.) 

(O155 Often, B2BUAS are implemented in media gate 
ways to also bridge the media streams for full control 
over the session. 

0156 Integrating a B2BUA into the system architecture 
for another embodiment of the disclosed system can provide 
the following additional features and functionalities: 

0157 Ability to interact with most voice-oriented com 
munication devices such as the PSTN, SIP Skype, or 
GoogleTalk. 

0158. Sending voicemail via SMTP (Email) from Win 
dows 

0159 Callback support from inside Voicemail 
0160 Adjust Volume, Gain and Energy lever per call 
0.161 Provides Call Transfer and Call Conferencing 
(including Wideband) 

0162 Nano Second Call Detail Records (CDR) granu 
larity 

(0163 Record or Monitor Calls 

Sample Message Events Relating to No Recognition Events 
0164. Because call recipient's responses sometimes may 
not be immediately recognized by the system, optional mes 
sage control groups as follows may be created and utilized as 
events in any given sequence: 
0.165 1. Extended Silence Message Control group: If the 
Contact called continues to not respond either verbally or 
by depressing a numeric key on the telephone keypad after 
another two seconds this message will be played. This 
message group selection is optional but recommended. An 
example of a message which could be played in this control 
group is: “I am Sorry but I could not hear you. Please press 
one for yes or two for no.” 

0166 2. No Recognition Message Control group: if the 
verbal response from the Contact cannot be understoodthis 
message will be played. This message group selection is 
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optional but recommended. An example of a message 
which could be played in this control group is: “I am sorry 
but I could not understand what you said. 

0.167 3. Extended No Recognition Message Control 
group: if the verbal response from the Contact still cannot 
be understood this message will be played. This message 
group selection is optional but recommended. An example 
ofa message which could be played in this control group is: 
“I am sorry but I could not understand what you said. 
Please press one for yes or two for no.” 
0168 Additionally, there is a feature whereby a 
recorded question event may by default automatically 
serve as an escalation (one or more of the silence, 
extended silence, no recognition, extended no recogni 
tion, or all of these). This is a time-saving feature as the 
user does not need to Script and record unique audio 
recordings for each of the escalation events. 

Add Sequence Question Event Logic Branches Wizard 
0169 Per the Add Sequence Question Event Logic 
Branches Wizard step 1, the user has the ability to alter the 
flow of events within a sequence during the call based on the 
response to a particular Event Question asked. The Wizard 
will use the currently selected Sequence in the Manage 
Sequences panel to add new Event Logic Branches to. The 
Start step includes a listbox which contains a list of just Event 
Questions associated with the selected Sequence. The Step 
provides Operator and Value drop-down list controls to create 
a logical operative. And the Step will provide a listbox of 
Events associated with the selected which can be branched to 
base on the question response. A Question Event can have as 
many Logic Branches associated with it as there are answers 
to the question being asked; for example a Confirmation 
Question can only have two responses: yes or notherefore the 
maximum number of Logic Branches which could be asso 
ciated with that question type is two (2). Numeric Questions 
are limited to ten (10) Logic Branches depending on the 
numeric range of the Event Question and Custom Answers 
Question would be limited to the number of Answers con 
tained within the Answer Group. 
To paraphrase a possible scenario from FIG. 48; if Question 1 
is equal to Black then Branch to Event 2, else if Question 1 is 
not equal to Black then Branch to Event 3. 
0170 1. Sequence Question Event From: listbox contains 

all Event Questions associated with the selected Sequence: 
in this example the Sequence contains just one (1) Ques 
tion. An item must be selected from this listbox to be able 
to progress to the “More' step. 

0171 2. Operator: drop-down listbox contains four (4) 
items which are comparison operations. The items con 
tained in the listbox are: 
0172 = Equal To (i.e. Is Equal To) 
(0173 Equal To (i.e. Is Not Equal To) 
0.174 < Less Than 
(0175 > Greater Than 
0176 Confirmation Questions return a value of one (1) 
for Yes and any other returned value is considered to be 
a No response. Numeric Questions return the corre 
sponding value of the response. Custom Answers will 
return the Zero-based Item position of the Answer list 
row in the associated Answer Group. For display pur 
poses Custom Answer will query the database and return 
the associated Answer Text rather than its numeric 
equivalent: an example of this is that the Custom Answer 
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Group which contains colors may have Black listed first, 
if so, the numeric value of Black as an Answer response 
would be zero (0). 

0177 3. Value: drop-down listbox contains a static amount 
of items and is dependent on the Event Question type. If the 
Event Question type is a Confirmation (Yes/No) the listbox 
will contain two (2) items, for display purposes and to 
facilitate ease of use the items listed would be:Yes and No. 
If the Event Question type is a Numeric Question the 
listbox would contain ten (10) items: digits 0 through 9. If 
the Event Question type is Custom Answers then all 
Answer Texts from the Custom Answers Group would be 
listed in alphabetical order. 

0.178 4. Sequence Event To: is a listbox containing all 
Events associated with the selected Sequence. Based on the 
response to the Question Event selected in item 1 the 
Sequence Question Event From: listbox, the selected 
Operator and Value items 2 & 3 will determine which 
Sequence Event To: the user will select. All controls con 
tained within this panel require selections before the user 
will be allowed to proceed to the next step “More'. 

Add Sequence Event Logic Skips Wizard 
0179 The Add Sequence Event Logic Skips functionality 
enable the user to add Event Logic Skips; the Skips simply 
jump from one event to another without executing any of the 
Sequence in between. For example; if the response from the 
Contact to Sequence Question Event 1 was “Black” and an 
existing Sequence Branch Logic caused the next Event in the 
Sequence Flow to be Message Event 2 then the user would 
probably want to bypass Message Event 3 "Say: Bad Color” 
and go directly to Sequence Message Event 4 "Say: Good 
bye' the Sequence Event Logic Skip manipulates the 
Sequence Flow to do so. The panel requires the user to make 
two (2) selection; one within each listbox: From and To 
Events. Both listboxes within the panel contain a list of all 
Events currently associated with the selected Sequence. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0180 FIG. 1 Computer-assisted telephone interviewing 
(CAT1) per prior art 
0181 FIG. 2 ACTI per the preferred embodiment of the 
disclosed invention 
0182 FIG. 3 System architecture per the preferred 
embodiment of the disclosed invention and including 
optional IP telephony features 
0183 FIG. 4 is a process flowchart giving an overview of 
the logic of the disclosed apparatus 
0184 FIGS. 5-6 is a flowchart of the broadcast scheduler 
application 
0185 FIG. 7-8 is a flowchart showing an overview of 
process steps in using the disclosed tool 
0186 FIGS. 9-10 show the flowchart for broadcasts 
0187 FIGS. 11-12 show the flowchart for contacts input 
ting 
0188 FIGS. 13-14 show the flowchart for groups input 
ting 
0189 FIG. 15 is a flowchart of steps for uploading audio 

files 
0.190 FIG. 16 is flowchart showing creating answers 
0191 FIGS. 17-18 show steps in sequence building 
0.192 FIG. 19 shows steps in adding message events 
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0193 FIG. 20 shows steps in adding question-type mes 
Sage events 
0194 FIG. 21-23 shows steps in creating events to be 
included in a sequence when there are problems with recog 
nition of responses from a contact 
0.195 FIG. 24 shows steps in adding recording events 
0.196 FIG. 25 shows steps in adding branching logic for 
Sequences 
0.197 FIG. 26 shows steps in adding event skipping logic 
for sequences 
0198 FIGS. 27-28 shows steps in creating a broadcast 
(0199 FIG. 29 is a flowchart for the reports functionality 
0200 FIG. 30 shows steps in handling audio recordings 
captured in reports 
0201 FIG. 31 is a flowchart of the Convert Audio Feature 
(0202 FIG. 32 is a UI screenshot (per the preferred 
embodiment) highlighting the building a user Profile 
0203 FIG.33 is a UI screenshot highlighting the contacts 
inputting step 
0204 FIG. 34 is a UI screenshot highlighting the prompts 
inputting step 
(0205 FIGS. 35-36 are UI screenshots for the audios input 
ting step 
0206 FIG. 37 is a UI screenshot for the answers inputting 
step 
0207 FIGS. 38-40 show UI screenshots for the sequence 
building step 
0208 FIGS. 41-42 show the UI screenshots for the broad 
cast creation step 
(0209 FIGS. 43-44 show the UI screenshots for the reports 
specification step 
0210 FIG. 45 shows the UI screenshot for handling of 
recordings in broadcasts 
0211 FIG. 46 is a UI screenshot comprising prompts per a 
sample sequence for a meeting reminder-type call 
0212 FIG. 47 is a UI screenshot showing events per a 
sample sequence for a meeting reminder-type call 
0213 FIG. 48 is a UI screenshot comprising prompts per a 
sample sequence for a call for getting product feedback from 
a customericall recipient 
0214 FIGS. 49-50 are UI screenshots showing events per 
a sample sequence for a call for getting product feedback 
from a customericall recipient 
0215 FIG. 51 is a UI screenshot showing an authentica 
tion sequence 
0216 FIG. 52 is a UI screenshot showing uploading of 
audio file for a sequence 
0217 FIGS. 53-54 show UI screenshots comprising 
prompts per a sample sequence for pitching a song to a music 
Supervisor/contact 
0218 FIG. 55-56 show UI screenshots comprising events 
per a sample sequence for pitching a song to a music Super 
visor/contact 
0219 FIG. 57 shows a business model incorporating the 
disclosed innovative web-based contact center in the music 
industry 
0220 FIG. 58 is a block diagram showing the steps in 
building and launching an interactive call broadcast using the 
disclosed contact center. 
0221 Most of the above-referenced figures are self-ex 
planatory. Several figures are further described/explained 
below. 
0222 FIG.3 shows an overview of the system architecture 
per the preferred embodiment of the disclosed web-based 
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system and showing the optional telephony features (inclu 
sion of the back-to-back user agent). 
0223 For the web-hosted embodiment of the disclosed 
automated interactive call broadcasting and response capture 
service, a user needs a computer with a web browser to 
connect to the Internet to access the URL of the service. The 
service has an architecture that comprises three servers: Fron 
tend reverse proxy server, Backend web hosting, Email and 
SQL database server, and a perimeter based media server 
which runs the Speech and Telephony applications. 
0224. A reverse proxy server is run in front of a web server 
hence the name Frontend. All connections coming from the 
Internet addressed to the web server are routed through the 
proxy server. The reverse proxy server provides security by 
preventing direct access to the backend server database and 
increases system performance by caching and compressing 
web content greatly reducing the load on the web server and 
speeds up the client load time because of low latency. 
0225. The Backend server hosts the web server and web 
site, SQL database, and message queue delivery component. 
The primary function of a web server is to deliver web pages 
and associated content to clients. A web browser client makes 
a request for a specific resource using Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) and the web server responds with the con 
tent of that resource. A database is an integrated collection of 
logically related records or files consolidated into a common 
pool that provides data for one or more uses. Structured 
Query Language (SQL) is a programming language designed 
for managing data in a Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS). A relational database is a collection of 
data tables which consist of data laid out in a rows and 
columns structure. The message queue delivery component 
allows the passing messages between different computer sys 
tems using an asynchronous communications protocol which 
means that the sender and receiver of the message do not need 
to interact with the message queue at the same time. Messages 
placed onto the queue are stored until the recipient retrieves 
them. 
0226. The Media server hosts the Speech and Telephony 
application, message queue repository, and a SIP proxy server 
which converts TCP and UDP traffic when necessary. The 
application is written in C# using the Microsoft Windows 
Workflow Foundation (WF) and deployed on the Microsoft 
Office Communications Server 2007 Speech Server (MSS). 
The application polls its associated local message queue and 
when a message arrives it begins a session. Multiple concur 
rent sessions are Support and limited by server or communi 
cation capacities, the MSS provides throttling capabilities to 
limit the number of Sessions in order to maintain an accept 
able Quality of Server (QoS) sometimes referred to as Grade 
of Service (GoS). Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is used to 
connect the Speech application to a VoIP provider which 
provides termination within the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN). The SIP Proxy Server (SPS) provides call 
processing tasks on the behalf of another device; in this case 
the Microsoft Speech Server (MSS) only supports SIP over 
TCP but many VoIP termination providers only support SIP 
over UDP and when required the SPS converts TCP and UDP 
packets for full compatibility. The disclosed system architec 
ture may also incorporate FreeSwitch to bridge SIP Signaling 
Protocols UDP/TCP between the Microsoft Speech server 
and VoIP PSTN Provider. So, the communication require 
ments include an ISP (Internet service provider; using DSL, 
Cable Modem, or dedicated high-speed interconnects) and 
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two fixed/static IP addresses. The applications include a web 
site, telephony and Voice recognition workflow, Scheduler 
service, and transaction manager executable. 
The items shown in the architecture diagram are further 
explained as follows: 
0227 1. Web Browser: the user accesses the website 
server from a browser of the user computer. Microsoft 
Internet Explorer version 6.0 or greater is recommended 
and the Microsoft Silverlight 2.0 client is required for 
web-based audio playback. When the user accesses the 
website for the first time they will be prompted to down 
load Silverlight if it is not currently installed. 

0228 2. Internet 
0229. 3. RPS: Reverse Proxy Server, is a PC Server 
referred to as PC1. Frontend and has Microsoft ISA Server 
2006 installed. The purpose of ISA is to provide security to 
the Internal Network, acts as a reverse proxy server to 
deliver web content to the Internet from the internal net 
work web server and to accelerate webpage rendering by 
caching static content. 

0230. 4. Collection of software servers and applications 
residing on PC2 Backend. 

0231 5. Backend: hosts the web server and has Microsoft 
Exchange 2007 for Email support installed. The Applica 
tions and services running on the Backend machine are: 
0232 ASP.NET Website 
0233 Scheduler Windows service (SWS) 
0234) Transaction ManagerTM Windows executable 

0235 6. MQ-S: Microsoft Message Queue (MQ) Send is 
used to transfer data through the internal network to PC3 
Media Server. 

0236 7. SQL Server 2005 relational database system for 
persistence and retrieval of data required by the system. 
Multiple applications and services require access to the 
SQL server; TCP/IP Named Pipes are used for secured 
external access by the Speech/Telephony application that 
resides on the PC3 Media server. 

0237 8. Collection of software servers and applications 
residing on PC3 Media. Microsoft OCS Speech Server is 
hosted here. Primary service, application, and server also 
run on the Media machine. 

0238 9. MQ-R: Microsoft Message Queue (MQ) 
Received. Used to store messages received from the Back 
end server. 

0239) 10. S/APP: is the Workflow-based Speech and Tele 
phony application which controls the Microsoft OCS 
Speech Server telephony and Voice recognition engine. 
The application will periodically poll the message queue 
and when messages arrive in the queue the application is 
triggered and a call to the Contact is conducted. 

0240 11. SPS: Sip Proxy Server is used when nailing up 
and tearing down call connections. The purpose of the SPS 
is to convert UDP and TCP data packets between the 
Microsoft OCS Speech Server (MSS) and a VoIP provider. 
Currently the dominate protocol supported by VoIP pro 
viders is UDP but the MSS only provides support for TCP 
so data traffic conversion is required. SIP is used to connect 
and disconnect end-points; in this case it is the MSS and 
VoIP provider. Once a call is successful nailed up between 
the VoIP end-point and the targeted Contact the Real-time 
Transport Protocol (RTP) is used for audio streaming pur 
poses. 

0241) 12. VoIP/PSTN Bridge: is the VoIP provider that 
converts IP traffic to and from the Public Switched Tele 
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phone Network (PSTN). It is understood that PSTN as used 
herein includes both landline networks and mobile phone 
networks. 

0242 FIG.3 includes the enhanced telephony capabilities 
per a preferred embodiment of the disclosed service/tool. A 
user accesses the Website (Item 3) of the disclosed service 
using a Browser (Item 1) of the user computer; between the 
user and website is a Reverse Proxy Server (Item 2) which 
provides security for the internal network and caches the 
website for faster rendering to the browser. The website pro 
vides the user interface (UI) for configuring and operating the 
service. The website, Scheduler Windows Service (Item 4), 
Transaction Manager Application (Item 5), and Outbound 
Speech Application (Item 9) all have (relational) SQL Data 
base (Item 7) access to persisted data. The scheduler windows 
service provides a timing mechanism for broadcasted calls 
which are intended to be called at a future date and time. The 
transaction manager application allows system administra 
tors to add manual monetary adjustments to each user 
account. For each call broadcasted the website or scheduler 
Windows service will write a predefined message to the Mes 
sage Send Queue (Item 6) containing contact details; the 
Message Queue Receive (Item 8) stores and then forwards 
messages to the outbound speech application when it polls the 
message queue receive. Based on the information contained 
within the contact details of a message queue item, the out 
bound speech application will determine how to route the 
call; for landline or mobile hard phones (Item 13) the call is 
made through the Sip Proxy Server (Item 10) and VoIP pro 
vider/PSTN Bridge (Item 12). If the outbound call does not 
terminate into the PSTN the outbound speech application will 
route the call to the Back-To-Back User Agent B2BUA (Item 
11) which connects to a software-based phone (Item 14); 
some of the supported softphone protocols are SIP. Google 
Talk, and Skype. FIG. 4 depicts the logic used in the Work 
flow-based Speech & Telephony Application that runs on the 
PC3 media server of the disclosed system. When a broadcast 
is triggered, the program dials (step 201) one of the numbers 
in the queue of numbers for the triggered broadcast, and if call 
is answered (Step 202), the system starts to run the sequence 
specified for that broadcast beginning with Step 203 where 
the logic looks for the event to launch which could be one or 
more of a play message (Step 204), ask a confirmation type 
question (Step 205), ask a numeric question (Step 206), ask a 
Customer Answer-type question (Step 207), and record an 
audio response (Step 208) until the end (Step 209) of the 
sequence is reached. 
0243 FIGS. 5-6 together depict the logic used in the Win 
dows Scheduler Service installed and running on PC2 Back 
end. The Scheduler manages retries and call timing. When a 
call meets the scheduled requirements, using MO-S a mes 
sage is sent to MQ-R on PC3 Media server to immediately 
begin a call to the Contact. 

Sample Sequences for Three DifferentTypes of Calls 
0244. For illustration purposes only, and not by way of 
limitation, shown are three sample sequences for three differ 
ent types of calls, namely call to confirm an appointment, a 
call to Solicit and capture feedback on a product purchased, 
and call made to present a recorded musical composition for 
consideration by a music Supervisor for licensing in an audio 
visual work Such as a film. Sequences vary in length (where 
length refers to the number of events programmed) depending 
upon the type of call (i.e., complexity of the call, quantity of 
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information to be messaged to a contact and quantity of 
responses desired to be captured from a contact). As an 
example, a sequence for a market research-type call likely 
will comprise more logic branching events and more message 
events than a sequence for an appointment reminder. 
0245 FIGS. 46 and 47 illustrate one way to program a 
sequence (herein called Meeting) when the user wants to 
broadcast a meeting confirmation type message. Shown per 
FIG. 46 is a UI screenshot listing sample textual (TTS) 
prompts which the user may create, name, and save for use in 
the broadcast. FIG. 47 shows a UI screenshot of a sample 
sequence the user might create using the saved prompts to 
create the desired broadcast. 
0246 FIGS. 48-50 illustrate how a user might use the 
disclosed invention to program a broadcast call relating to 
seeking customer feedback on a purchased product from the 
Macintosh Apple Store. 
0247 FIGS. 51-56 illustrate a sample program where the 
user (in this case a music publishing entity) wants to broad 
cast a musical composition/music recording of a song for 
review by music Supervisor/contacts. The sequence created in 
the example is called WYN1. 
We claim: 
1. A web-based, Software only, media gateway-free com 

munication system comprising: 
a web server comprising a website application providing a 

do-it-yourself user interface whereby a user creates and 
saves a call sequence based on a user Script for an inter 
active call to a contact and creates a VoIP callbroadcast, 
the broadcast comprising a call sequence, a plurality of 
contacts and a schedule, a relational database compris 
ing contact information and being in communication 
with the website application, 

a media server in communication with the web server, the 
media server comprising a speech and telephony appli 
cation comprising a speaker independent voice recogni 
tion engine, the speech and telephony application 
executing call sequences of broadcasts based on the 
schedule per a scheduler service application on the web 
server, the VoIP call per the call sequence delivered to a 
contact communication device, and 

a user communication device in communication with the 
web server via a web browser. 

2. The communication system per claim 1 wherein the 
schedule comprises one item in the group of launch immedi 
ately and launch at a later, designated time. 

3. The communication system per claim 1 wherein the 
media server further comprises a SIP proxy server enabling 
communication between the speech and telephony applica 
tion and a Voice Over IP provider providing call termination 
within a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the 
VoIP calls of the call sequence delivered to contact commu 
nication devices on the PSTN. 

4. The communication system per claim 1 wherein the 
system is hosted in one of a private cloud, public cloud, a 
hybrid cloud. 

5. The communication system per claim 1 wherein the 
media server further comprises a Back-to-Back User Agent 
whereby the speech and telephony application can execute 
call sequences to terminate to soft phones. 

6. The communication system per claim 1 wherein a 
repository of saved call sequences is made available to all 
users for use in creating broadcasts. 
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7. The communication system per claim 1 wherein the 
website application further comprises a contact optin/opt out 
functionality. 

8. The communication system per claim 1 further compris 
ing a text (SMS) messaging functionality whereby a user may 
optionally incorporate a text message as an event in a call 
sequence when a contact phone number is a mobile number. 

9. In a computer-implemented contact center comprising a 
speech and telephony application comprising a speaker inde 
pendent Voice recognition engine, the contact center enabling 
a user to create and launch, on demand, from a user commu 
nication device automated outbound interactive VoIP calls to 
contacts based on a user-provided call Script, a non-transitory 
computer-readable medium having program code embodied 
therein configured to cause the execution of the following 
steps: 

Providing a visual user interface prompting the user to 
a. input contact information comprising contact phone 

numbers, the contact information stored in a relational 
database of the contact center, 

b. create a call sequence based on a user Script for a desired 
interaction with a contact, the call sequence comprising 
one or more events in the group comprising yes/no-type 
question events, custom answer-type question events, 
open-ended question events and message events, the call 
sequence further comprising a logic controlling the 
sequencing of events in the call sequence based upon a 
contact response to the event, the user selecting a format 
for the events of the script from the group of voice 
recording and text-to-speech prompt, the user recording 
a voice recording for events of the call sequence via a 
built-in audio recording functionality 

c. create a broadcast, the broadcast comprising a pre-de 
fined, saved call sequence, a plurality of contacts and a 
launch schedule, where the launch schedule comprises 
an item in the group of immediate launch and Scheduled 
launch and 

d. launch the broadcast, whereupon the speech and tele 
phony application causes the execution of the call 
sequence of the broadcast and delivery to contact com 
munication devices on the Public Switched Telephone 
Network or soft phone application. 

10. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 wherein there is further provided code causing the 
automatic creation of real-time exportable reports capturing 
contact responses to question events of the call sequence of 
each launched broadcast. 

11. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 wherein there is further provided code causing the 
automatic creation of real-time exportable reports capturing 
contact responses to question events of the call sequence of 
each launched broadcast, the contact responses to open 
ended-type question events of the call sequence automatically 
translated from Voice to text via an integrated speech-to-text 
application. 

12. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 wherein there is further provided code to cause the 
automatic creation of real-time exportable reports capturing 
contact responses to events per the call sequence of launched 
broadcasts, the reports comprising automatically-calculated 
metrics comprising the metric of a call completion rate for a 
broadcast, where the call completion rate for a broadcast is 
calculated by dividing the total number of calls of a broadcast 
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wherein the contact responded and each event of the call 
sequence executed by the total number of calls comprising the 
broadcast. 

13. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further providing program code for a visual interface 
in the call sequence creation step whereby a user is prompted 
to create at least one speech recognition escalation event for 
each question-type event of the call sequence. 

14. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code providing a visual 
interface prompting the user to optionally create a contact 
group that is a Subset of all of the contacts in a contacts 
database of the contact center, the contacts filtered based on 
one or more filters in the group comprising the filters of age, 
gender, occupation, city, Zip code, opt in or opt out status, 
medical diagnosis code, last seen appointment date, next 
scheduled appointment date, purchase transaction history, 
account balance, the user able to select a contact group in 
designating contacts when creating a broadcast. 

15. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code configured to pro 
vide a visual call Scripting tool whereby a visual diagram of 
event flow in a call sequence is automatically created and 
displayed to aid the user in building a call sequence based on 
the script. 

16. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 wherein the visual interface for the call sequence 
creation step further comprises an optional Transfer to Live 
Attendant event functionality which if selected and incorpo 
rated into a call sequence causes the speech and telephony 
application executing the call sequence during a broadcast to 
exit the call sequence upon reaching the Transfer to Live 
Attendant event in the call sequence and terminate to a user 
specified phone number as per the Transfer to Live Attendant 
event. 

17. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code in the broadcast 
creation step that causes the automatic launching of at least 
one test broadcast to a user's direct phone number before the 
broadcast is launched to the plurality of contacts specified for 
the broadcast. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code in the call sequence 
creation step whereby each question event of the call 
sequence is automatically replayed as an escalation event 
when a contact response to the said question event is not 
detected or understood by the speech application. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code for a visual user 
interface prompting the user to optionally create and incor 
porate into a call sequence a contact authentication event. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code causing the auto 
matic removal of a contact from the contacts database when 
the contact has opted out of receiving the automated calls 
launched via the contact center. 

21. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code configured to cause 
the automatic sending of an alert to the user when a contact 
has responded to a pre-defined maximum number of calls 
within a specified period. 
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22. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 further comprising program code configured to ter 
minate an active broadcast upon the attainment of a user 
specified termination event. 

23. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 wherein the visual user interface for the call sequence 
creation step further comprises an optional Send SMS event 
which if selected by the user and incorporated into a call 
sequence will cause the sending of a user-specified SMS 
message to a mobile communication device of a contact when 
the Send SMS event is reached in the call sequence during 
execution of the call sequence in a broadcast. 

24. The non-transitory computer-readable medium per 
claim 9 where the user is one of the group of market research 
service provider entity, healthcare provider entity, service 
provider to a healthcare provider entity, artist and insurance 
provider entity. 


